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THE OPINIONS 

Spring Weekend 
I.eller Polic~ 
The Arch"a~ \\e\c:ome, ,\lU t
• kttl'rs on m,lIta, that eOnl:l'rn What Happened to the Hnant Cllmmunit~ . I d tl:r, 
mlht he ,i!!ned (Vo phone or 011\ 
no . for \erif".:;t!!onl. and legthkFountainhead? (nllt nl'l'ess"rih t~peVo ritlcnl.From The Editor', De,k... Writers n,tme' Vo ill he Vo llhhclll 
To the Editor: 	 Fountainhead outside. Oak played and or reil'ased onl\ h\ \oh: 111 
from 10:30 p.m. to 12: 15 a.m. the FJitori,,1 Hoard . In general, this year's Spring Meanwhile, it took five (5) hours to 
Weekend was a great success. reset the stage, sound, and lights for 
.....Goodbye doesn't mean forever... " However, I share the dissapoint­	 Happ~ \\ ritin2~Fountainhead's performance, which 

.....Goodbye doesn't mean we'll never be together ment felt by many when Fountain­ meant the show did not begin until I 

head was unable to complete their 
again..." 	 a.m. After one-half hour of playing,
performance. the show was stopped. This was dueThese two pieces of verse are from the title song to the rwould like to take this opportun­ to the number of phone calls from 

motion picture, "The Goodbye Girl." Goodbye is not ity to clarify the rumors by Smithfield residents complaining 
 Thanks for
always one of the easiest things to say, espeCially when providing the facts. about the volume of the music at 

Everything was set and ready to 
you are saying "Goodbye" to a friend. 	 what they felt was a late hour. It was 
go for Saturday evening's outdoor
"Goodbye" will be a fairly common phrase around the 	 not the fault of the Smithfield Police 
concert featuring Oaks and Foun­	 or Jazz DayBryant campus in the next week or two, and for some it 	 Department, Bryant Secrurity, 
tainhead. At approximately 6:30 the Smithfield Programming Board.won't be too difficult to say. While for others, it will be one p.m., it begain to rain. All the sound, 	 To the Bryant Community: In light of the situation, I amof the hardest thinQs they have ever said in their life. lights, and equipment had to be amazed that the show went on at aU.For underclassmen, "Goodbye" is for the most part, only taken down to prevent thousands of 	 I want to thank the entire Bryant This makes me appreciate the 2 1/2 College Community for helping temporary. Come next fall, they will be back at Bryant doUars of damage. At this point a hours worth of good entertainment make Jazz Weekend. and especially reminiscing with friends about old times; and together decision had to be made. Among the Oak and Fountainhead provided us Jazz bay, a genuine so e this again, they can share new experiences which will be possibilities were moving the show 
. with. Many thanks to all those who year. As one can guess, there is ainside or canceUing the show alto­memories for the future. 	 donated their time and effort and great deal of work to be done behind gether. We compromised and putHowever, for the 777 graduating seniors, "Goodbye" will 	 made the performances possible. the scenes to arrange a JazzOak in the Pub and took ourbe of a more permanent nature. After the 	 program. Special thanks go to Bob Anne M. Northupchances with the weather and putcommencement exercises on Saturday, May 17, each of 	 Powers for over-seeing the soundSPB Chairman 
the graduating seniors will go his or her own way. Away systems and lighting; Bill Angel and 
his staff for setting up the racilitic ;from the people he or she has shared four years of their life 
and Frank Mazzata for acting aswith. Knowing you might not see these people in the near 
liason to SPB and for coordinating future makes saying "Goodbye" seem like you are the programs. 
wishing farewell to'crportofyourself, But friends will always Bryant Marathoners A particular note of thanks be friends, and it does not take much nowadays to keep should be extended to the new J azz 
in touch. Just remember, that friendly voice is only a Appreciation Club for providing To the Editor: 	 It was a very warm Mondayphone call away. 	 help on publicity and rc;freshmt n ts. 
afternoon with the sun beating down On behalf of all the entire Bryant Community, I would I would like to congratulate Bill 	 For those who really like Jazz, keep on alI the runners. Many people like to congratulate all of the graduates and wish them 	 Taksar and Jim Tierman, two your eye on the Jazz Appre ia tion dropped out, but the spirit and
much success and happiness in life, Congratulations are 	 Bryant students, for running 26 Club. Exciting field trips to hear the dedication of our two friends kept 
miles last Monday, April21, 1980, to 	 best in Jazz bands are in the works also extended to the one hundred and seventeen !h~ going. Credit should also be 

graduate students who will also be receiving their finish the 84th Annual BAA Mara­ fo.· next year. 
given to Mike Cassano and Brian thon. They ran unofficially, as many 	 But most of all, thank you Bryant diplomas at Bryant's 117th Commencement exerCises. 	 Miner who ran the last six miles 
runners do, but in their hearts was 	 College students for your enthUsi­To all the underclassmen, I would like to wish you all a 	 providing a lot of encouragementth same goal a the official 	 asm and appreciation . You make
safe and enjoyable summer. There will not be many 	 and company for the hardest part of 
runners-to cross the finish line at 	 bringing Jazz to Ihe oUege athe course. summers like this left before it will be your tum tograduate, the Prudential Center in Boston, 	 genuine pleasure! Many other Bryant students were and then the long summer vacation will be a memory of 	 Mass. There will be flnother Jazz pro­
along the route to cheer Billy andthe past. 	 gram next year! Jimmy on. The event was fun andTo all incoming freshmen: Welcome to Bryant College! I 
exciting, but the best thrill of alI was 	 "Doc" FischmanVolleyballhope that your two or four years at Bryant are very seeing the face ofsomeone you know 
constructive and enjoyable one. The thing to keep in 	 Demonstration crossing the finish line with the look 
mind is: You getout of college only whatyou are willing to 	 of personal accomplishment on his Congress shall make no law 
put into it. 	 To the Editor: face. abridging freedom of the press. , .. 
Good luck to everyone on final exams an,p see you in I'd like to take this opportunity to Terry Mills September! 	 thank the Bryant College VoUeyball 

team for demonstrating voUeyball 

skills at the Rhode Island Training 

School. They demonstrated basic 

skiUs including bumping, setting, 
 Care-Mother's Day Program 
and spiking. After their exhibition, 
they had the students of the units 
. OOPS!!! participate. II was an enjoyable 	 tragedies of Cambodia, Afganiltan, To the Editor: 
evening by staff and students . . 	 Vietnamese "Boat People," Nica­
On page R4 of The Archway's Senior Sign-Out Sect ion. t he name of Special thanks to Ron Gautreau CARE is asking all New England­ ragua, Uganda, Chad, Dominican 
the person who wrote the rclll'ctinn that starts under the for setting up this event. We hope to ers to consider making Mother's RepUblic, and other areas where 
"morta rboard" was inadv..:rtent Iy lert out. ~"t i~ Cassels wrote that see them again next spring. Day this year especially meaningful CARE is aiding those most in need, 
reflection. Sorry ahuut that ~atie,,! Vincent J. Petrarca for two mothers-their own and This year CARE is asking con­
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a needy mother overseas. cerned New Englanders to remem­
By participating in the special ber two mothers with one thoughtful 
CARE- Mother's Day program, and meaningful gift by sending a 
New Englanders can send a dona­ donation--along with their own and 
tion to specifically help a needy their mother's name and address-to 
mother and her family . CARE will CARE-Mother's Day, 581 Boyllton 
also send an attractive Mother's Day Street, Boston, MA 02116. 
card to the donor's mother telling of With appreciation, ~he special gift made in her name. 
The program is particularly Richard J. Calandrella 
meaningful this vear as a way to aid CARE Director of Development 
needy fimilies c~ught in the human New England Region 
Iranian's Sympathy 

To the Editor: 	 their faith !(l their God and their 
country. I would like to express my The Iranian should com:eive by 
warmt h. sympathy. and consolation 
now. if they a rc not blind. lhat the to the entire people of the United United States posesses what theyStates for the failure and tragedy of lack- Intelligence. Courage. andtheir attempt to save the hostages in 
Braveness. Yes indeed! The U.5. ISIran. I have enveloped the bad luck 
very intelligent . courageous, andas "The Big Failure" of the yea r. 
brave. 1\,1 ore grease on your elbows, The lJ .S. people should not lose 
America!hope simply because of this tragic 
However. we sho ull! nol forget to lailurc. It should be understood by 
pray for the eight innocent patriot every American that the freedom of 
who lost their lives in the tragic the hostages will soon be manife$­
fa il ure. May their indiVidual soubted. God loves America . America is 
rest in the very perfect peace. Amen /I I and shall remain II I . Let all 
Gbolahan Oni-OrbanAmericans stay consistenly with 
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Six to be Honored at Bryant Commencement 

Courtesy of Public Affairs 
Bryant College's ll7th 
C ommencement exercises 
will be held on campus on 
Saturday, May 17, 1980. Six 
honorary degrees will be give, 
777 undergraduates will 
receive degrees and ll7 will 
receive graduate degrees. 
The recipients of honorary 
degrees are Mr. William M. 
Agee, Most Reverend Bishop 
E. Gelineau, Reverend Doc­
tor Pauli Murray, Jean Head 
Sisco, William H. Sullivan, 
Jr. and Bruce G. Sundlun. 
Addressing the assembled group, 
will be guest speaker, William M. 
Alee, the dynamic young chairman 
and chief executive officer of the 
Bendix Corporation. At the cere­
monies he will be awarded the 
honorary degree of Doctor of 
Science in Business Administration. 
Mr. Agee joined Bendix in May, 
1972, as executive vice president, 
chief financial officer and member 
of the board. He was.., elected 
president and chief operating officer 
in December, 1976. A month later, 
he was erected chairman and chief 
executive officer. Until February, 
1979, he retained the title of 
president. 
Chosen by Time Magazine in 
1979 as one of fifty "leaders of the 
future" in the nation, Agee was born 
January 5, 1938 in Boise Idaho. He 
received an Associate Arts Degree 
from Boise Junior College in 1958 
and a Bachelor of Science Degree in 
Business with highest honors from 
the University of Idaho in 1960. In 
1963. he earned a Ma ter's Degree in 
Business A lnini tratlon with dis­
tinction from the Harvard Business 
School. 
Previouslv he was with Boise 
Ca. cade Co~poration for nine years, 
and held a rious positions, be­
coming cruef financial officer in 
1969 and a senior vice president in 
197 1. 
A CPA, Agee serves on several 
corporate boards and is actively 
involved in a variety of govern­
mental. charitable, and educational 
groups. He served as a chairman of 
The President's Industrial Advisory 
Committee. 
Mr. Agee is an advisor to several 
prominent graduate schools of 
business including the University of 
Mkhigan and Harvard. 
An honorary degree in Doctor of 
Humanities will be given to the Most 
Reverend Louis E. Gelineau Catho­
lic Bishop of the Diocese of 
Providence. 
Born on May 3, 1928 in Burling­
ton, Vermont, Bishop Gelineau 
attended St. Michael's College, 
Winooski, Vermont for two years. 
He entered the seminary at St. Paul's 
University, Ottowa, for his third 
year of college and spent six years 
there in the study of philosophy and 
theology. He earned the degrees of 
Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of 
Phiosophyand Licentiate in Sacred 
Theology. 
He was ordained to the holy 
priesthood in June, 1954, and, 
following his ordination, served as 
assistant pastor ior two years in a 
church in Richford, Vermont and 
for one year in Winooski, Vermont. 
Then he was assigned to further 
studies at the School of Common 
Law, The Catholic Universty of 
America, Washington, D.C., where 
he earned the degree of Licentiate in 
Common Law, June, 1959. 
When he returned to the Diocese 
of Burlington, he was named 
Assistant Chancellor, Diocesan 
Director of the Society of the 
Propagation of the Faith, and 
Assistant Chaplain at a hospital in 
Burlington. In 1961, he became 
Chancellor of the Diocese and the 
Jean 
following year was named a Papal 
Chamberlain by his holiness, Pope 
Paul VI. In 1968, he was named 
Vicar General of The Diocese of 
Burlington and a Prelate of His 
Holiness. 
In 1971, he was named Bishop of 
Providence and was ordained and 
installed as Bishop in January, 1972. 
Bishop Gelineau holds a number 
of honorary degrees including a 
Doctor of Divinity from Brown 
University. He is active not only in 
church matters but in civic affairs. 
An honorary Doctor of Humane 
Letters will be given to The 
Reverend Doctor Pauli Murray, 
- edueator, lawyer, author, and Epi­
scopal priest. 
Born in saftimore, Maryland in 
1910, she received a Bachelor of Arts 
Degree from Hunter College in 
1933, a Bachelor of Law Degree, 
cum laude, from Howard University 
in 1944, a Master of Law Degree 
from the University of California at 
Berkeley in 1945, a Doctor of 
Juridical Science from Yale Uni­
versity , chool of Law in 1965, aDd 
a Master of Divinity, cum laude, 
from the General Theological Semi­
nary in New York City. 
Dr. Murray has devoted most of 
her time to the practice of law, 
writing, lecturing, and teaching. 
From 1948 to 1960 she served in 
private law practice and was associ­
ated for several. years with the 
nationally-known law firm of Paul, 
Weiss, Rifkind , Wharton & Garri­
son in New York City. 
In 1960 and 1961 she was Senior 
Lecturer at the Ghana Law School, 
Accra. West Africa, and co-au­
thored a textbook on Ghana Consti­
tutional Law. 
While studying for her doctorate 
at Yale University from 1962 to 
1965, she was a tutor and senior 
fellow. From 1966 to 1967, she was a 
consultant to the Equal Employ­
ment Commission, Washington, 
and from 1967 to 1968 she was vice 
president for Educational Plans and 
Programs at Bened'let College in 
Columbia, South Carolina. In 1968 
she joined Brandeis University as 
Professor of Law and Politics and 
Professor of American Studies. Dr. 
Murray remained at Brandeis until 
1973 when she resigned her tenured 
professorship to become a Candi­
date for Holy Orders in the 
Episcopal Church. After receiving 
her degree in June, 1967, she was 
ordained a Deacon in the Diocese of 
Massachusetts and a Priest at the 
National Cathedral in Washington, 
D.C., in 1977. Since her ordination, 
Dr. Murray has continued to write 
and lecture, act as a supply priest for 
various Episcopal congregations in 
the Washington metropolitan area, 
and do volunteer ministry at a local 
nursing home. 
Dr. Murray has combined schol­
arship and activism in a life-long 
dedication to the principle ~f 
indivisible human rights. In 1938 she 
unsuccessfully challenged the ex­
clusion of Negroes from the gradu­
ate and professional scho'ols of the 
University ofNorth Carolina. Blacks 
were admitted in 1951 and 1978; the 
school offered Dr. Murray an 
honorary degree.) She has toured 
merginglhe AFL into the National 
Football League. He is a director of .. 
N.F.L. Films and N.F.L. Properties 
which are wholly owned Subsidi­
aries of the League. 
He is' active in community and 
civic afairs. He is a director of the 
Better Home Heat Council, the 
Commonwealth Bank and Trust 
Company, and Curry College. He 
'Was one of the founders of The 
Hundred Club of Boston which aids 
the widows of police and firemen 
killed in the line ofduty. He is on the 
Boston College Seminar Committee 
and a founder of the Citizens 
Seminars for the College. 
Mr. Sullivan in married and has 

Bruce six children. 

the country on behalf of an to serve the 

erroneously convicted Negro sh~re­ entire retail il1dustry as a consultant Bruce G. Sundlun, President and 

cropper, led "sit-ins" against rest­ for government and public affairs chief executive officer of the Outlet 

aurants, and pioneered activism in with the American Retail Federa­ Company, will receive an honorary 

the struggle for equal rights for tion. In 1979 she founded and Doctor of Science in Business 

women. From 1962-1963 she was a became a partner in Sisco Associ­ Administration degree. 

member, Committee on Civil and ates, a Washington, D.C. manage­ Born in Providence, RI, in 1920, 

Political Rights, President's Com­ ment consulting firm. As a volun­ he graduated from Williams College 

mission on the Status of Women. teer, she acts as Coordinator of in 1946 and attended the Air 

Dr. Murray has published several Community and Business Relations Command and Staff School in 1948 

books including Proud Shoes. The for The American University. and graduated from Harvard Law 

Story ofan American Family. Dark The first woman director of the School in 1949. 

Testament and other poems, and Metropolitan Washington Board of He served as captain in the United 

States' Lows on Race and Color as Trade, Ms. Sisco serves as corporate States Army Air Force from 1942 to 

well as a number of articles from director for a number of organiza­ 1945 and was decorated with the 

various law reviews, and numberous tions including Textron, Sante Fe Distiguished Flying Cross, Air 

articles and monographs on Civil Industries, and United Brands. Medal with cluster, Purple Heart, 

rights, women's rights and human She has been active in a vast array and Chevalier Legion of Honueur 

rights; and contributing author to a of civic affairs. In March, 1978, she (France). 

number of books dealing with these was appointed by the President to From 1949-1951, Mr. Sandlun 

issues. his Trade Advisory Committee. Ms. was Assistant U.S. Attorney in 

A life member of the National Sisco has served as director and on Washington D.C. and from 1951 to 

Association for the Advancement of the boards of United Way, Boy 1954 he was special assistant to U.S. 

Colored People, she was a founding Scouts, Urban League, Washington Attorney General, Civil Division, 

member of the National Organi­ Performing Arts Society, National Department of Justice. In 1954, he 

zation for Women. She belongs to Conference of Christians and Jews, formed the firm of Amram, Hahn, & 

the National Bar Association. A­ and Women's Economic Round Sundlun and continued with this 

mong the innumerable awards be­ Table. firm until 1972 when Sundlun, 

stowed on Dr. Murray are the he is mamed to Jo~eph SI co, Tir and ' b r was formed . He 

Hunter College award or Out­ ancel or of th American tJDi r­ TV d a vice pre ident and genera l 

standing Achievement , The Har­ sity and former nder Secretary of counsel to the Outlet Company fro m 

vard University Alumni Award for State. They have two daughters. 1960 to 1976. 

di ungu ibhed postgraduate achieve­ A doctor of Science in Business He withdrew in 1976 as an active 

ment in law and public service, the Administration will be awarded to part~er in the law firm to become 

Whitney M. Young, Jr. award from William H. Sullivan, Jr., founder, PresIdent of the Outlet Company. 

the national Education Association, president and owner of the New Mr . . undlun was appointed by 

and Woman of the Year in 1946 England Patriots Football Club. the President as an incorporator of 

from the National Council of Negro Mr. Sullivan graduated from Bos­ the Commu nications Satellite Cor­

Women. She has a number of ton College in 1937 with a Bachelor poration Ste'lIite Corporation in 

honorary degrec;s ' including Docto of Arts degree. He worked for the 1963, and he remains as a director. 

of Divinity from Yale University, college as publicity director until He is also chairman of the Board of 
Doctor of Humane Letters from 1940 and them served as director of Executive Jet Aviation, Inc. of Ohio 
Radcliffe College and Doctor of public relations for the U.S. Naval and a director of Quest Research 
Law from Dartmouth College. Academy and during World War II Corporation, Virginia, and Wor­
he served in naval aviation. He was 	 thington Industries, Ohio. 
Jean Head Sisco will be given an associated with the Boston Braves Currently, he is president of the 
honorary degree in Doctor of Baseball Club and was one of the Greater Providence Chamber of 
Science in Business Administration. founders of the Jimmy Fund, a Commerce. He has been actively 
A native Texan, 	Ms. Sisco gradua­ program to assist children suffering engaged in other community, civic, 
from leukemia. In 1955 hejoined the ted from the University of Louisville and political campaigns. He was on 
with a Bachelor of Arts in economics Metropolitan Petroleum Company the advisory group on National 
and commerce. She received a and has served as its President since A viation goals, Director of the 
Master of Business Administration 1958. He was recently named Vice Washington International Horse 
from the University of Chicago. President of Metropolitan's parent Show, president and director of the 
While in school, Ms. Sisco began company, The Pittston Company New England Council, and presi­
her career in retailing and has been headquartered in Greenwich, Con­ dent of the Ocean State Performing 
in the field for over thirty years. her necticut. Arts Center. He was appointed by 
specialization has been in the In 1959, he purchased a franchise the President in 1978 to serve on the 
management of human resources with the American Football League. Air Force Academy Board of 
and industrial realtions. Ms. Sisco Subsequently he had others join him Visitors. He recently the Prime 
was associated with Sears, H.P. in the ownership of a football club. Minister's Award from the State of 
Selman, Marshall Field and Wood­ In 1975, he bought out all his Israel. 
ward and Lothrop where she was partners-hand ' iiow is sole owner of He live in Providence with his 
Vice President of personnel from the Patriots. He was instrumental in wife, the former Joy T. Carter. 
Big MAC Attack: A Success 
by Craig Carpenter Each night individual prizes were Big MAC Attack," and from 854 or the Archway Staff given out and among these were a 	 pledges, the Greeks raised $14,693. 
"The Big MAC Attack" results prize to the student who raised the The Greek Organizations which 
are in, and the 1980 Bryant Fund most dollars, and one to th.e student raised the three highest totals were 
Phonothon was a success. With who had the most donors. The Phi Epsilon Pi, Sigma Iota Xi and 
increased student and alumni parti­ winners for most dollars raised were Tau Kappa Epsilon. The one 
cipation, the \mount raised over the John Lombardi-Brycol; Howie hundred and ninety dollars in prize 
twenty nights totalled $64,653, from Rappoport-Invalids; Steven John­ money won by the Greeks was given 
3263 pledges. ston-DPMA; Gary DiMeo-Karate; to tbe GLC. 
The student organizations raised Colin McCormack-Servitium and 
.Individual prizes were also given 
$25,80 I, with a total of 1303 pledges. Mano Howard-Hillel. The students out to the Greeks. The students who 
Prizes were given out to the student who won prizes for the most donors raised the most money each night 
organizations with the three highest were Elaine Branagh-Brycol; Karey were Steve DeRose-Beta Sigma Chi; 
totals. The first place prize of $100 Cable-Secretanal Society; Pam Paul Connery-Kappa Tau; Roger 
went to UPMA. The Karate Club Hutker-DPMA; Jeff Lubin-Karate; Ferland-Tau Epsilon Phi; Diana 
Came in second and they received Ann Maitland-Secretarial Society Gibbs-Sigma Iota Xi; Monty Smu­
$60. The third prize of $30 went to and Carol Oliver-CIA. lowitz-Bet~_~igma Chi and Marisa 
the Student Senate. The GLC also participated in "the Cant. to p. A 10. col. 5 
~ ' ---
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1980 Commencement Award Winners Announced 

The Commencement Awards Committee announces the following Commencement Awards: 
· T h Ed . A d Linda M. Martins 
Henry L. Jacobs English Award ....... . .. .. . ... .. . . . ... ... ... . .. . . ',' Kelley Anne Hanley 
J Harrison Manchester Political Science Award . ..... ......... . . .. .. Stanley J. Pokora, Jr. 
The Charles Curtis Award .. .... ... . . .... .. .... .... ... . ...... .. Katherine Agnes Cassels 
The Alumni Award . .. . . .. ..... .. ... . . .. ........... ..... ...... Michelle Ann McCurdy 
The Brvant Shorthand Award . . ... ..... . '" .. ... . .. . . .... .. . .. .. . . Diane Marie Belluso 
The Bryant Typewriting Award . . . .... .. . . .... . .. .. ........ . . . .. . . . Julie Rose Marie yaz 
Vincent Votolato Award . ..... . ....... . ... " ..... . .... . . ... ..... . ...... . . John L. Lisee 
Wall Street Journal Award . .. .. .... .. ..... .. ... ..... . . .. . .. . . .. ...... . . James B. Sieger 
The Leander Francis Emin Endowed Homestead Award ........ . .. . .. . " . .. ... Susan Dube 
George M. Parks Award .... . ..... . . . '" .. . .......... .. ...... . ... " Nicholas J . Puniell.o 
Jeremiah Clark Barber Award . . . .. ...... . ...... . . . .. ...... . . .. ...... Thomas E. ParadiS 
Roger W. Babson Award .. .... .. ...... . ....... . ..... . ..... . . . . . . Cathleen M. Anderson 
Bryant College Award .... . ..... . ... .. . .. ...... . . .. .. .. ... .. ...... ... .. St~ven Caparc~ 
Pell Medal for United States History ..... . ..... .. .... . ................. DaVid B. Carnelh 
Bryant College Good Citizenship Award .... . . .. .... . ....... ~ . .. . ... Sharon L.ee McGa~ry 
Rhode Island Society of Certified Public Accountants Award ........ .. . James Bnen Manville 
Kappa Tau Brotherhood Award .... .. . ... . . ..... . ... . . . ..... . . . ...... . Kathy Zanecchia 
Senior Class Investment Award .... . ....... . ..... . ...... . .... . ....... Ronald H. Larrow 
Self-Reliance Award ..... . ............ .. .. . .. . ... . .. . ...... . ..... .. ... S . Bruce Coates 
Busmess eac er ucatton war ... .. .... .. ........ . ............. . 

Australian Educators Visit Bryant 

By Craig Carpenter 

Of The Archway Staff 

Kirsten Schou and Chris Hall. 
from Kuring-Gai College in Austra­
lia, recently spent two weeks at 
Bryant. As part of a five month 
sabbatical leave. they came to 
Bryant to observe an institution of a 
similar nature. 
TUITION FREE COLLEGE · 
Kuring-Gai College is located 
seven miles north of Sydney. 
Australia's largest city. and is a non­
residential college attended by 3000 
full time students. Kuring-Gai is a 
unistructure in a rural setting just as 
Bryant. and the Business School is 
the largest and fastest growing 
section of the institution. 
Accounting is one of five majors 
offered and 60% of the students in 
the Business chool are Accounting 
majors. The business program is a 
three year program and graduates 
receive a Bachelor of Business 
Degree. Through different teaching 
methods, the College takes a differ­
ent perspective to the class structure. 
The three hours of class each week 
Guck Receives Doctorate 

The Vice-president for academic 
affairs. Wallace Wood, has an­
nounced that Brian Guck has 
completed all requirements for the 
Ph.D in Economics and will be 
awarded his degree from Clark 
University on May II , 1980. 
Dr. Guck's dissertation topic was 
FRANKLY SPEAKING phil frank 
rrS A Srr=CIAL WA7tH .. ~VER'( 
TIMe- JF-lE LlTn.E H~D REACHES 
9ztm rr TELLS YoU TO GO TO WORK.. 
are divided into an hour of lecture 
and two hours of workshop . 
OVERALL GOAL ' 
Striving to get the faculty to work 
for a common goal, Kirsten and 
Chris are in the process of observing 
many different institution's methods 
hoping to be able to develop their 
own program to assist them in 
achieving this goal. They are also 
observing different methods of 
coordinating faculty and are sharing 
experiences, projects and problems 
with faculty and administrative 
personnel from the various institu­
tions. • 
Besides observing Bryant for this 
purpose, Kirsten and Chris spoke to 
the Bryant faculty and admini­
stration about the possibility of 
establishing a faculty exchange. The 
main purpose of the exchange would 
be faculty development through 
exposure to different methods and 
surroundings. 
IMPRESSED WITH BRYANT 
In their two weeks at Bryant, 
Kirsten and Chris. who have been 
"International Transmission of In­
flation Under Fixed and Floating 
Exhange Rate Systems." 
The Vice President Expressed the 
sentiments of the Bryant Com­
munity when he offered congra­
tulations to Brian on his truly 
significant educational 'achieve­
ment. 
COLLEGE MEOlA SERVIC£S .box 4244 . Berkelt!y. CA. 94704 
staying with faculty members, were 
very impressed with Bryant College 
and all of its programs. Being from a 
non-residential college, they are not 
accustomed to the great extent of 
student involvement with activities 
that is present at Bryant and they 
thought this was a very positive 
feature. They were also impressed by 
the events of Law Day, and they 
expressed a positive opinion for the 
overll nature of this type of 
program. Kirsten and Chris thought 
the Center for Management Deve­
lopment was an excellent facility. 
Dorm Check Out Explained 

The rollo"lnl: procedures and 
information apply to ALL dormi­
tory students. 
I KEY'S: All room keys must be 
returned to Student Affairs Office. 
In addition to the normal working 
hours, the Office will be open 
SATURDAY. MAY 17; 1980, from 
12:00 noon to 4:00 p.m. There will be 
a $25 fine deducted from the 
dormitory damage deposit of those 
who do not return their room key, 
Also for those who are eligible to 
receive the remainder of their 
damage deposit . no refund will be 
made until the room keys are 
returned . An envelope will be 
provided for the return of the room 
key. The key must be returned in this 
envelope. 
2 ROOMS: Rooms are to be left 
in a clean. habitable condition. 
Trash should be removed. the rugs 
should be free of dirt and the 
furniture should be returned to its 
original placement. If the room is 
not left in an acceptable condition. a 
cleaning charge will be levied against 
the occu pants. Last year, for the first 
time, we found it necessary to cancel 
a number of students' room 
reserntions due the deplorable 
Off Campus 
Housing 
Attention Bryant Community! 
The Student Affairs Office is in need 
of your help, You might not be 
aware that a good number of your 
fellow students presently live, or 
next ~ill be living. in off-campus 
housing. 
The Student Affairs Office. in an 
effort to make the search of off­
campus housing easier for those who 
require it. is trying to prepare a 
listing of nearby off-campus 
housing. 
If you live off campus, and this 
includes graduating seniors. Student 
Cont. to p . A 12. col. 1 
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Alcohol Policy Changes 
By Craig Carpenter 

Of The Archway Staff 

There has been a growing concern 
on campus about the abusive 
consumption of alcohol. and in an 
effort to control and limit this, an 
Alcohol Policy and Procedures 
Committee was established by Bry­
ant College. 
Composed of students represen­
ting the SPB. the GL.C. and the 
Senate. as well as a faculty member 
and two administrators. the com­
mittee was set up to review the 
College's policies governing alcohol 
use on campus. Chaired by Peter 
Barlow. the committee has devel­
oped recommendations in regard to 
dormitory parties and also in regard 
to weeknight activities. The purpose 
They were also intrigued with the 
amount of support given to Bryant 
by its alumni; such support is not 
present in Australia. 
WORLD WIDE TRIP 
In the last two months. Kirsten 
and Chris have visited fifteen 
institutions in seven diferent states 
in the United States. From here they 
move on tothe United Kingdomand 
then Scandanavia . They will return 
to the US and travel through the 
southern states on their way back to 
Australia . 
condition In which they left their inspection of rooms will take place 
room/lulta. Admittedly. this is a Sunday. May 18. 1980. and will be 
harsh measure. However, the performed by the Resid~nt 
College will not tolerate Auistants and the HOUSing 
unwarranted damage or excessively Coordinator. Students who have 
dirty rooms / suites. Funhermore. if any que.tions regarding these room 
you were fined during Wintersession inspections should consult with their 
and you are fined again at the end of ' Resident Assistant.. 4 PHONES: 
the year. your room reservation will The telephone Company will be on 
be cancelled. All personal campus to collect phones on 
belongings are to be removed from Thursday, May IS and Friday, May 
the room / suites. Except for school 16 in C-3S I (across from the Student 
property, nothing is to be left in the Affairs Office) between 9 a.m. - 3 
dormitory. The following areas are p.m. 
available for summer storage: Dorm 5 DINING SERVICES: The 
4 - 1st floor storage room; Dorm 8- Dining Hall will close after 
1st 1100r storage room. Watch for breakfast on Friday, May 16. 
times when these storage rooms will Residence halls will dose for the 
be available to store articles. 3 summer, Saturday, May 17, 1980. at 
ROOM INSPECTIONS: All rooms 4 p.m. Residence halls will open 
will be inspected and inventoried by Monday, September 1,1980, at 10:00 
the Resident Assistant during the a.m. No one will be permitted to 
first week of May. The final enter his/her room before this time. 
Quiet Hours 
As we all know, May 8 to May 15 
is Cuimination Period. For all 
students this final week is imponant. 
For many it is crucial! 
Altho~gh some students are not 
aware of it, there are many students 
on academic probation this semester 
and many more who are approach­
ing it. It should be evident to all that 
a poor culmination period for some 
students could result in dismissal. 
Just as important, however, are the 
interests of the majority of the 
students. The job market. graduate 
schools and law schools are becom­
ing increasingly more competitive, 
and a good G.P.A. is just as 
imponant to some students as 
passing is to those on probation. 
The warm weather of the past 
weeks seems to have led to an 
increase in social activity (The 
increased amount of noise and litter 
seems to attest to this.) This 
atmosphere is not conducive to an 
academic environment. 
Therefore, the Office of Residence 
Life strongly urges all students who 
finish their examinations early, or 
who are not otherwise concerned 
during the culmination period, to 
remain considerate of those students 
who do have work facing them. It is 
our desire that a more academic 
environment prevail during the last 
week of school. For those students 
who cannot be a little more 
considerate during this crucial aca­
demic period, we will impose a 
severe penalty. 
It should be emphasized at this 
point that we are first and foremost 
an academic community. 
With the above mentioned con­
cern in mind, a period ofquiet hours 
has been established. This period 
will start on Sunday evening, May 4, 
and extend to Thursday, May 15. 
Quiet hours start at 7 p.m. and 
continue throughout the rest onh'e 
night. 
of these rccommendation: will be to 
help develop a more responsible use 
'of alcohol on campus. 
The commitec. after waning 10 see 
what the Rhode Island Stale 
Legislature was going to do with the 
bill that would incrcase the legal 
'drinking age to twent y. has gone 
ahed and submitted recommcnd­
atio 
ahead a nd submitted recommenda­
tions. which ca n he implemented 
regardless of any new kgi~lation . 
The recommendations were 
submitted to Mr. Leslie LaFond. 
Vice President for Student Affairs. 
and Mr. LaFond has accepted these 
recommendations this summer for 
implementaion in the up.: mmg Fa ll 
semester. 
"The College is not prom ting 
prohibition." said M r. La Fo nd . " We 
are just trying to promote the bel 
possible social and drinking 
atmosphere on campus." Mr. 
LaFond went on to say that Bryan l 
must keep in mind its responsibility 
to those who do not want to drink 
alcohol beverages and t he c 
recommendations are a step in the 
direction , 
The recommendations, which 
were submitted by individuals repre­
senting the student body with the 
student's best interests in mind, Will 
be formulated into specific policy. 
Any policy changes will be pub­
lished in the student handbook, the 
next year's first issue of The 
Archway. as well as in letters going 
out to the Bryant Community. 
•••• the
• ••Inquiring
photographer 
I n/erl'/ l' li .\ hy Milrl' ,\.1(1rgat/o 
Pho/()I' hy John Perrulis 
This " 'eek"s question: "If you had 
I h j ~ school year to do over again, 
what would you have done dif­
ferently? 
Ea.rl Vigoda: "Not shown up." 
"Coonsie": "Partied a lot more and 
gotten to know some girls." 
Lynne Donnelly: "Partied morc." 
Joanne Lemaire: "I would have 
pledged a fraternity." 
Lainie Levinson: "I would have 
partied more and worked less." 
Rickey Perry: "CUI a little bit more 
time for myself so I eould get more 
involved." 
Ma~ 7. 1980 
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SALMANSON MEALS. MAY8-15 ____ 
Thursday, May 8: Llinch- Hot (Jogs, American Chop 

Suey. Dinner-Tacos, Chinese Pepper Steak, Roast 

Beef, Shells & Clam Sauce. 

Friday, May 9: Lunch-Hot Turkey Sandwich, 

EggpLant parmesan, Spanish Quich. Dinner-Veal 

Paresan, Batter fish fillets , Stuffed cabbage w/ sauce. 

Saturday, May 10: Lunch-Bacon. Dinner-Chicken 

supreme, Meatloaf, Baked fish. 

Sunday, May II: Brunch-Chicken Supreme, Meatloaf, 

Baked fish. 

Sunday, May II: Dinller- Chicken Supreme, Meatloaf, 

Baked fish . 

Monday, May 12: Lunch- Hoagie, Baked macaronie& 

Cheese. Dinner- Roast beef w / gravy, Spaghetti 

w/ lfleat sauce, Kiebase w/ saurkraut, Grilled cheese. 

Saturday, May 13: Lunch-Pizza, Fishwich on a bun, 

Broccolli cheese casserole. Dinner-Roast turkey 

wI dressing, Beef chop suey, Italian sausage sandwich, 

French waffles. 

Wednesday, May 14: Lunch: Grilled, ham turkey, 

cheese sandwich, Tuna noodle casserole, Quiche 

lorraine. Dinner- Chopped steak, fried perch, baked 

manicotti, hot dogs. " 

Thursday, May 15: Lunch-Hamburgers. Hot pastromi 

on rye. Dinner-Baked ham, Chicken cutlets w/ gravy, 

Cheese omelets. 

ATIENTION SENIOR CLASS ______ 
The Senior Banquet will be held on May 15, 1980, at 
the Ver:us DiMillo. The Social Hour is from 7-8 p.m. 
and a Buffet Dinner will 'be served at 8 p.m. , musice 
provided by UVL. The cost is $24 per couple or $12 per 
person. Tickets are on sale from Monday, May 5, to 
Friday, May 9. Buses will be provided . Presented by the 
Senior Class Committee. 
WOMEN'S ASSOCIAtiON SCHOLARSHIPS _ 
The Bryant College Women's Associaion will award 
scholarships for the academic year 1980-1981. To be 
eligible for consideration, students must have 
completed at least one year of study at Bryant College at 
the end of the spring semester. The following criteria 
will be used in determining the scholarship awards : 
I. Scholastic ability. 
2. Potenitial for success in a chosen field. 
3. Leadership abilities. 
4. Financial needs. 
Loretta P. Lukowicz, Co-Chairman 
Eleanor Read, Co-Chairman 
Scholarship Selection Committee 
BC Women's Association 
Application forms may be obtained from the 
Registrar's Office and Financial Aid Office. 
Deadline for filing applications with Miss Lukowicz­
-Room 223 or Mrs. Read-Registrar's Office: May 12, 
1980. 
Jennifer Michelson: "Get some 
money for doing my Pepsi commer­
cial." 
Maureen Kinne: "I would have 
wanted to pledge Theta." 
THE ORGANIZATIONS 

Loaosse Club 
ness. This is the last meeting of the 
semester, so please make every effort 
Friedman, Patty McMyler and 
Todd Rossman. Congratulations to 
would lIke to congratulate the 
following people on the . recent 
election of officers we had . It was 
close in a few situations but, those 
who were elected I feel can do good 
service to our organization. Presi­
dent-Ethan Edwards, Vice-Presi­
dent-Jack Fischer, Treasurer­
Jeff Manchura, Secretary - Bill 
Milillo. 
Also at this time I would like to 
thank each and every person who 
braved the cold , mud, and rain . .. 
Nobody really knows how it feels to 
be out in the freezing rain and asking 
when the heU ii practice aoinl to lei 
over. But, you tend to defeat the idea 
of how cold it is and say let's 
practice. Next year we are on a 13­
game schedule, a weekend tourna­
ment in New Jersey, and have two 
pre-season games scheduled during 
spring break in Florida. Also our 
plans for an indoor Box Lacrosse 
is being planned. Hopefully all 
enjoyed the few games we had on 
campus this year. Again my thanks 
to all. Our most improved player is a 
tie ... John Burke for excellence in 
our man down defense and Tom 
Our picnic this year will take place 
at Lincoln Woods, starting at 3:00 
on May 9. If anyone needs a ride to 
the location, see one of the officers. 
Pass the word along to any alumni. 
See you there and let's party hearty 
to break in the summer! 
As a final farewell to D.P.M.A. 
members, put into the club what you 
want out of it and best of luck, 
always. 
SAM 
T he members of the Societ for 
the Advancement of Management 
held elections April 24, 1980. We 
would like to congratulate the new 
officers: 
Karen McCanlis, President; Brian 
Shaughnessy, V. P . for membership, 
Mike Tenny, V.P. of activities; 
Laurie Libby, V.P. of Public Rela­
tions; Debra Granger, Treasurer; 
Lynn Moriglioni, Secretary. 
The club has also decided to have 
an Advisory Board which will work 
in conjuction with the officers. 
These positions will be held by Steve 
all newly elected members! S.A.M. 
members are looking forward to a 
productive, and fun year ahead! 
Hillel 
On April 28, 1980, a new election 
was held and a new board was 
elected for the upcoming 1980-81 
season. The new Board members 
are: Jerry Greenberg, President; 
Alix Furer, V.P. of Membership; 
Mark Bernstein, V.P. of Program­
ming; Sam Camhe, Treasurer; 
Cheryl Gordon, Secretary; and Jay 
Weiner, Public Relations. La t 
Friday Evening a Special S bbath 
Service was held. Awards were given 
to the 1979-80 board mem bers. 
We'd like to congratulate and 
thank Rochelle Gottleib, David 
Weinberg, Lauren Katz, Lainie 
Levenson, and Stuart Blum for 
doing a great job this past year. We 
all wish you much happiness and 
success in the future. 
We've a'lI had a successful, fun­
filled year. We're sure that next year 
can be even better; Looking forward 
to seeing you. Have a nice summer!! 
Tschinkle who can really peddle 
when the pressure is on. Jack 
Fisher, we couldn't have done it 
without you . . . Also a big thanks to THE SENATE 
our SUPERTEAM, second place 
ovetall and first in the tug-o-war. Committee Chairpersons 
WJMF Announced 
On Wednesday, May 7, from 12 On Wednesday, April 23, 1980, the following are some of the 
midnight to I a.m., WJMF's"Block Committee Chairpersons were ap­ committees that these Senators have 
Party" will feature one solid hour of pointed for 1980-81. They are as served on: 
music by Joni Mitchell. So take a follows: Stuart Blum, a Senior Senator 
break from studying and tune in to Parents' Weekend-Jeff Boesch; replacement, was on the Senior 
WJMF, 91.5-The Sound Alter­ Upper Class Buddy-Tom Foley; Class Committee, Food Operations 
native. T.A.P.-Nancy Prayzner; Ways Committee, and participated in 
Marketing 
and Means-Tom Foley, Colin 
McCormack, Debbie Dietrich, Di­
ana Gibbs, Scott Porter, Fred Clark; 
many Senior activites. 
AI Killen was on parliamentarian, 
Senior Activities, Elections and 
The Marketing Club will be Elections: .Debbie Dietrich; Senior Constitution, and Alcohol Policies 
sponsoring an internship program Class-Don Clark, Colin McCor­ and Procedures Committees. This 
with New England life Insurance mack; Junior Class- Chris Macina; we as first year on the Senate. 
Co. next semester. Juniors and Sophomore Class- Tracy Cusack; Caren McGauley's first Senate ' 
Seniors interested in a career in Parliamentarian- Fred Clark; S. year consisted of Ad Hoc, Elections 
Sales, or more specifically, a career P.A.C. (Clubs / Organizations) - Committee, Constitution Com­
in insurance sales, are urged to make Frank Mazzatta; Task Force-Bill mittee, Senior Class Activities, and 
an inquiry with Steve Tesoriero, Vanore; Public Relations-Diana Senior Class Gift. 
president of the club or Mr. Gibbs, Vice Chairperson- Chris Dottie Pope was chaifJ~erson of 
Richardson. Lizotte; Ad Hoc-Wendy Monroe, the Elections Committee as well as 
Vice Chairperson-Scott Porter; serving on the Constitution Com­
D.P.MA Faculty Liaison-Jackie Pirone; Academic- Fred Clark; SPB Re­ mittee, Senior and Ad Hoc. Class Committee, She also actively 
At our6 1ast meeting, we elected 
new officers to serve through 1981. 
presentatives-
John Lang. 
Lainie Levinson participated in sports. 
Nick Puniello was chariperson of 
Congratulations to : Loren If you have any question or the Senior Class Committee, Co­
Buoncone, President. Steve suggestions, these are the people to Chairperson of Parents' Weekend, 
Johnston, Vice President. Lynne see. Get to know your Senators­ and we on Ways and Means 
Miller, Treasurer. Susan Perry, We all work for you! Committee. He has been a member 
Secretary. The Senate would like to wish the of the Senate for two years. 
TQ all members, there will be a six Senators that are graduating the Bob Reid's first year on Senate 
meeting today, may 7 at 3:30 in 
Room 361. Final details for the 
best of luck! They were a great asset 
not only to the Senate but to Bryant 
consisted of being Chairman of the 
Academic Committee, on the 
picnic will be made, as well as as well and without their efforts, the Election Committee and on Ways 
discussion of any unfinished busi- Senate would not be as it is today. and Means. 
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THE CALENDAR 

Your weekly guide to "What's happening" in and around 
the Bryant Community. 
On-Campus 
May 8 Economics and Finance Club meeting Rm 270 11 
a.m. 
May 8-15 Mass, Auditorium 5 p.m. 
May 11 Mass Rotunda noon. 
May 15 Senior Banquet Venus de Milo $24 per couple, 
$12 per person. Tickets on sale through Friday. Buses will 
be provided. 
May 16 Senior Picnic 
May 17 Commencement 10:00 a.m. 
Off Campus 
Now-May 11 "Sea Marks" will be presented at the Trinity 
Square Repetory Company downstairs Theatre, 201 
Washington St. Providence. Call 351-4242 for more 
information. 
Now-May 16 The Providence Water Color Club will 
exhibit paintings by Helen Pierce. Tue-Sat 12:30-3:30, 
Sun 3-5. 
Now-May 16 "Waiting for Goder' by Samuel Becket will 
be presented upstairs at the Trinity Square Repertory 
Theatre. For more information call 351 4242. 
Collegiate Briefs ­
----;-----------­
THE ARCHWAY PaS!e A7 
The Archway's Ten Worst Typos 
pages long--it was supposed to be get for not reading the stories before By Crail Brickey printed back-to-back so it could be writing the headlines. or The Archway Staff 
easily cut out and returned. 10. AND WHO COULD FOR­
Unfortunately, to return that par­ GET S'bME OF OUR MEM­
with apologies to Mr. Blackwell ticular survey, one would have had ORABLE HEADLINES such as: 
to cut up the entire paper because "Preregistration may drive you toContrary to all popular belief, the survey was printed on two drink, but next week is AlcoholThe Archway is far from the perfect different pages. Awareness Week," "Dorm 7 wants 
newspaper (although we do try as 4. LANGTON OR LANGSTON? 13's Heat," "DJ of the Biweek,"hard as we can). Some of the A spelling conflict in the February 8, "Chuck Broccoli Wants You, " 
mistakes can be amusing and some 1980 issue that ruined the effect of "Austin Replies to Lois" and "Lois 
can be disasterous. Once again, we 
"Black History Month." Rebuts Rebuttal." present the Second Annual Ten 5. DON'T WAIT-SIGN UP Although this does not faIl intoWorst Mistakes in The Archway for SHEETS FULL UP FAST!!! A the category of this year's mistakes, this year. Note: these mistakes are in tribute to the many typos in ads in some mention must be made of the
no particular order. 
the past year. atrocity that we passed off as aI. IS IT CLOCKWISE OR 
-6. OUR 30th, 33rd AN- Graduation Issue last year. FromCOUNTER - CLOCKWISE?? NIVERSAR Y. Our famous 30th that awful green photo on the front ActuaIly, it was c,ounter-clockwise. Anniversary Issue, with a paper that page (another "pro'ect" that got lostIn the April 25 issue we listed the 
was 33 years old--as usual The in the transition to printer's ink) topeople in no fewer than two Archway is right on top of things. caIling the senior class the "class ofphotographs "clockwise from the things. '78-instead of '79, to "Bryant
upper left" even though we meant BasebaIl; Wait till" on the Sports 
"counter-clockwise from the upper 7. WHERE DID LIBBY MER­ Page. left." Actually, there is a logical RILL G07nLibby's picture in the I'm sure that I have not even
explanation for this: All of the September 12, 1979 issue somehow 
scratched the surface of the literally 
clocks in The Archway office got lost, despite checking and hundreds of errors that have made it 
run backwards. double-checking. into The Archway in the past2. GUESS THE SENATE 8. "IATOLA" KHOMENI. Yes, year. And we have not stoppedCANDIDATE. We did it again last folks, we mispelled one of the top 
making them ( see under thefall--we confused two more Senate news figures of the last year. Leave it Editorial on Page 2). Candidates. Ironically, the confused ·to The Archway to have 
candidates won. worldwide typos. Why is it whenever one sits down to 
3. THE TWO PAGE ENTER­ 9. THE VICE PRESIDENTIAL dinner, lunch, or breakfast, there is 
TAINMENTSURVEY.Onceagain SEARCH FOR A DEAN. The always two salt shakers or two 
we demonstrated skillful placement "Vice Presidential Search" article in pepper shakers on the table, but 
of an In the the 22 issuearticle in the paper. February was notonly when the team began contact never one salt and one pepper
• • ... A Syracuse U. student October 19, 1979 issue, we ran searching for a vice president, it was journalist found out the hard way drills. (CH) shaker? entertainment survey that was two searching for a dean. That is what we 
that playing eollege football is hard 
• • • When the Virginia Tech 
work. Geoff Hobsonjoined the team student newspaper ran a fake Billy 
for the first week of spring practice Joel concert ad in its April Fool's 
to write a series for the student edition about 500 people called the The Best Little Oar House in RI 
newspaper. Working out as a concert committee for ticket infor­
runningback, he lived with his sore mation and many others mailed in 
muscles for five days, dropping out ticket orders. (CH) back at the dog track! (In all recession. You can guess the rest ofBy Paul Harwood 
. fairness. when The Archway only the story!" 
gives you twenty bucks expense , explained to Charity that I tooTa keep up with the ' high money, it gets what it pays for!) , was a Bryant student and asked if 
standards of other Rhode Island was a bit taken back when a short she would help with the story. ~ews media, The Archway decided girl in a wide dress sat down next to "Sure thing," she said. "You see 
to join the crowd and exploit... . .1WJMF Concert Report me. that girl over there? Well she just 
mean investigate the phenomenon 
"Hi! My name is Charity' bet that came here from an Alaskan house of
of ladies of the night. To write this this is your first time in a strip-joint ill-repute. She gives great nose jobs May 7 Journey/Babys, Springfield Civic Center 8 p.m. story, The Archway Editors sought right?M for only 10 bucks! Speaking of8 Van Halen, New Haven CoIlisieum 8 p.m. a hardened' and slightly perverted 
"How could you tell?" I asked noses, for only thirty bucks Arlene 10 The Grateful Dead, Hartford Civic Center 8 p.m. man of the world, unfortunately defensively. over there wiIl give you ten minutes II Bob Dylan, Ocean State Performance Center 8 p.m. none of the English professors 
"Not many ofour customers come Jewish style." IS The Grateful Dead, Boston Garden 8 p.m. wanted the assignment. This exp­ in wearing a Lone Ranger mask and "What's that?" 16 Rush, Providence Civic Center 8 p.m. lains why I am sitting in a run-down a clown suit!M • 
"Jewish style means she'll give you 17 Rush, Cape Cod Collisium, 7:30 p.m. little dive bar in Providence way past I turned to her '"Tell me, are you one minute of sex and then make 19 Cheap Trick, Springfield Civic Center 8 p.m. my bedtime. one of them?M you feel guilty for the other nine20 Fush, New Haven Collisieum 8 p.m. Despite my time in the military, I 
"Heavens no,M Charity answered minutes!"23 Outlaws, Cape Cod CoIIisieum 8:30 p.m. had never been to a Car house. , had brightly. '" am a call girW I pointed out a group of sixJune 18, Genesis, Orpheum Theatre 8 p.m. been too busy losing all my money at 
"You mean you're a telephone women at the end of the bar. "Oh, 21 Heart, Cape Cod Collisieum 7:30 p.m. the local dog track. My first thought operator?" those are the Campbell sisters,"September I, Yes, Hartford Civic Center 8 p.m. in the Oar house was how far T. V. Charity explained. "They play 'Afri­The Concert Report can be heard at 3:30, 8:30, 11:30 p.m. was off in always showing beautiful "Let's put it this way sweetie. 
can Roulette'. That's where aCome with me and for only twenty looking hookers in these places. If I 
customer takes all six' of them to bed dollars I'll see that you get thehadn't known better I'd think I was 
and finds out one is a cannibal!!" 
'maximum marginal utility for your 
Charity then suggested we go intomoney!"
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • I • • • • • • • another room for privacy. However, 
"Wait a minute,'" said, "How is it 
when the time finally came, I have to
that an Oar knows about maximum admit I panicked. Handing her the CAPSIJLE CBITlqlJES marginal utility?" twenty bucks I insisted that we have 
"Easy," she replied . "I was a complete darkness in the room. Five 
Finance Major at Bryant College! hours later Charity said between 
After I graduated I got a good job in gasps, "My god, Paul. , never 
a large firm and everybody was imagined you were so virile!" 
by John P. O'Neil The Black Stallion B have its powerful moments and is happy until I issued a financial "Ah ain't Paul, ma'am," answered A slow-paced but well photo­ well-acted by its predominately 
report stating 'that the firm had to a strange voice. "Paul is outsidegraphed and sensitive story of the female cast. All That Jazz B layoff a few people to get over the selling tickets!" 
relationship between a boy and an Energetic, well-choreographed, Gilda Live CDArabian stallion. Mickey Rooney 
well-photographed movie musical Talented comidienne Gildagives a good performance as the
concerning a film and theatrical Radner recycles most of thehorse's trainer. This film is not for Ode to a Foot Frienddirector's obsession with women, characters that made her popular onthose accustomed to action films. the theater, and death. Roy Scheider Saturday Night Live in this filmed ­
is excellent as Joe Gideon the Coal miner's Daughter BC record of her hit Broadway play. Your beauty is above all others. director, but his character is too cold For its first half, this film is a Unfortunately, something is lost in There is no one to compare with you. 
and self-indulgent for us to fully warm, uplifting story of Loretta the transition from stage to screen. Ah! But now rve heard someone infer.identify wi~h. Lynn's early years, however, the film Father Guido Sarducci provides Your real beauty lies within your shoe.falls apart when it deals with Lynn's some funny moments, but the rest of Not withstanding your lovely visage 
Being There AB inability to handle super-stardom. the film, will! the exception of It's not your face I would massage
Peter Sellers gives a strong, Sissy Spacek is super throughout Roseanne Roseannadanna's Were that I to get the chance 
pers uasive performance as a and Tommy Lee Jones gives the best graduation speech, i's mostly The first thing I would do
sheltered, illiterate gardener whose performance of his career. unfunny and diappointing. is slow~v let my fingers dance 
only knowledge of the outside world Serial ABFoxes BC down your leg to untie your shoe.
comes from watching television and Overdone, serious look at the A satirical and often funny attack OH! How I would reel in happiness 
working in his garden. His problematic lives of four girlfriends on conscious cults and nature freaks As your calf I gently caress. 
adventure into the real world is and their inadequate family lives. (to name just a few). Martin Mull My body trembles in anticipation! 
cleverly written a.nd often quite The film is quite cliche ridden and stars as one of the few remaining My heart beats savage~v within my chest!funny. Both Melvyn Douglas and continuously pounds into our heads extollers of old-fashioned values As my hands slide down in expeciation S hi r ley Mac Laine give good that we.II-adjusted families produce and lifestyles in ultra-mellow Marin of having your foot to molest. 
supporting performances. well-adjusted children. Yet, it does County, California. 
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Nine-Meal elan 

Saga Makes Changes 

By Elly Pappu 	 plan offered Monday through The additional option was created 
Friday, projected to cost $885; the 9 after surveys and questionnairesOf The Arch",ay Starr 
meal plan for any of the 19 meals showed there was a need for a new 
SAGA will be making some changes served, projected to cost $830; and meal plan. 
for next fall. Mr. Matt Reiter, Food the 9 meal plan offered Monday Another change that students in 
Service Director for SAGA, ex­ through Friday, projected to cost the Salmanson Dining Hall will 
pla ined that four meal plans will be $825 .. encounter is a com[luterized l. D . 
available to students in September. A mailing will be sent out this checking systerm. The system cost­
All the plans are open to dormitory summer explaining the meal plans in ing $12000 will be installed over the 
and townhouse residents and to more depth. After the mailing is summer. The new checking pro­
commuters. The following are the received, the student will com­ cedure is felt to be a necessity 
four options: the 19 meal plan, municate to Bryant which meal plan because it will provide greater means 
projected to cost $925; the 15 meal he has selected. of control. It is expected the the 
'system will pay for itself over the 
next few years. 
"V." Tony M. 
How are we ever going to solve our crossword puzzles? 

Our homework problems, 
 Student Drawing 
ContestDM 3 IV+D) 2 (2 )(G)K2~ R+P 42¢ for a cup of coffee?! 
A U. of Kansas student was (L2+F3)ET ReFVJS shocked to open the student news­
paper and find she was the photo 
Our worldly problems, (Ayatollah Who?!). subject of a moustache-drawing 
Will A.T. ever survive without your sly, undercover affair? contest. A Daily Kansas ad, placed 
Bryant's loss is the Financial World's gain . Go Get Em' Tiger! by the students to enter "The First 
Best of Luck Always in everything you do. Annual Draw a Moustache on 
Your Coffee ·C1ub at the Pub Melissa Contest." The contest itself 
w:tl: rp:tl :tnn the winner received a 
record album. (CH) 
Disc Jockey 

of the Week 

Scott Abrahms and Dave Scott are chosen as WJMFs DJ's of the week. 
Scott is an Accounting major from New York; Dave is a sophomore Systems 
Management major from New Jersey. When uked about working at 
WJMF. they replied, "We're trying to relate to the whole campus, and we can 
do this by playing music over the radio." They especially like to play the 
music of Grateful Dead and Neil Young. Listen to Scott and Dave every 
Tuesday night from II to 2. 
~ .e o4 .K II 0 
Route 7 Smithfield 
COMMENCEMENT SPECIAL 

Starting at 11:30am on May 17th, 1980 

'Dinners will be served 

Special Dinner Features daily 

Ent~rtainment in the Cocktail Lounge 

Starting at 9:00pm.Lounge open until 1:00am 

For information call 231-7032 

Frisbees Fly 
For Credit 
TAMPA,Fla.(CH)-University of 
South Florida students can now 
earn academic credit for throwing 
Frisbees. 
That does not mean, however, 
that tossing the brightly colored 
discs on the dorm lawn three days a 
week will earn a student an easy 'A'. 
Frisbee students at USF have tc­
tackle writtcn assignments and 
exams and deVl e their own Frisbee 
game and nine-hole golf course in 
order to obtain their two hours of 
physical education credit. 
Acquiring the basic skills and 
strategies of disc throwing is a part 
of the'class and those entering will be 
divided into three catego ries-begin­
ning; intermediate and advanced . 
The class has its own textbook-the 
Frisbee Player's Handbook by 
Mark Danna and Dan Poynter- and 
is taught by two graduate students 
who hold Frisbee Masters rankings. 
The instructors say Frisbee is now 
viewed as a sport, not a fad, and one 
points out that Frisbee helps devel­
op "cardiovascular fitness, kines­
thetic awareness and body coordi­
nation." 
And to think it was once just a 
game. 
Attack Success 
Cont. from p. A3. col. 5 
Daley-Beta Sigma Omicron. The 
students who won the prizes for the 
most donors were Janet Orff-Sigma 
Iota Xi; Richard Siden-Beta Sigma 
Chi; Gary Aarons-Tau Epsilon Phi; 
Kathy Zanecchia-Sigma Iota Xi; 
Kenneth Malina-Beta Sigma Chi 
and David Donaldson-Phi Epsilon 
Pi. 
By far the most supportive group 
of donors were the parents; one third 
of all parents called pledged. All the 
participants in "the Big MAC 
Attack" are to be congratulated for 
their help in making the phonothon 
such a success. A special thanks to 
all those who made a pledge, 
because without their continued 
support, Bryant would not be able to 
continue to meet the ever growing 
needs of the Bryant Community. 
SUMMER JOBS 
$920 per month and Free Gas. 
Openings for students of all 
~ajors . Apply now, Start when 
you want. Call screening 
operator 769-0740. 
Pate AllMa~ 1. 1980 THE ARCHWAY 
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For Sale/Rent 
'Why pay out money renting when you could own your 
own [)o(m -size refr igerator for only 565.00 Gr t 
condtuon. used only 1 y ••r . Can LIsa 232-0223. 
Anentlan Future Townhouse Residents. For Sale­

Couch and cha' f s in very good condit Ion. Calf 2320101 . 

Places to LiyC 
~eed . place to live ne.r BOl ton1 Roommates wanted to 
five In a houSt! in Walpole, very good IOC,lion . &300 
rnof\t" Includes all utUi ties. persons must be mature 
and responSible. Conlact Steve 80x 1534 or call 
817608·3338 Thursday Nite • . 
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share an .penme nt 

In 1M a.a..on arOI upon graduation . If interest.d. call 

232-0274. 
F.mal. roommate wanted ID s hare apartment In ..... 5 
Ilea tOt nl mmer months Call Candy 232 ·0020. 
Roommate wanted to share an apanment for the 
aumm., In Cepe Cod For more information call Ken or 
John 232~1 6 . 
BO'S'lON f emale Roommat. wanted to share an 
apat1mant afte, graduation , CIII 232-0274. 
2 FEtilALE ROOMMATES needed to shar. nicely 
'urn.~ lpartment 8 miles from Bryant. Very 
rulOnllble , Ir-.cludell Utlhties . Available June 1, Please 
can 722-8485 .her 6;00. 
Tw o Houses: 3 mila. from Bryant, furnished, utilities 
included, parking, one mil. from bUI line. Summer 
Rates: $100,00 per month per person or will quote tlat 
rate tor mdividual person or couple only; available for 
,nle'MSl tOn and Summer, 1980 (end of May Ihru 
AUQUOt 31 . 1980). Fall 1980. Spring 1981 Rat••· 
$1 40.00 par month per person: available September 1, 
1980 (hru Mey, 1981 ; 9 month 'elsl, security deposit 
reaulrlId. CaU 18 1 ·1511 2 c/ o Steven Jenkins. 
DUPLEX HOUSE: Near Providence College and on bus 
Itne, uliliHes included, Summer and Fall / Spring RAtes 
same IS above house near Bryant College. Can 
7815112. c/ o Sleven Je':lkins . 
IIelp \\'anted 
Positton : Part ,tlme work- typing and shorthand. To 
start after eMams. Regular work throllgh Intersession 
20 hours a week, Hours fleMfble Comm uter student 
only. Leave massage With your name, telephone 
number, and best time to call . Or. Fischman, Offlc., No. 
330. 
Personals 

Indi.n: I'm glad to hear about CG; New Jarsey would 
have been too f., away. Our friendsh ip still seems 
.hailey. I'd like t; back the way it used to be. Let 's only 
say " Have a good summer" and this t ime nitty to wr ite 
more often , Party and keep on smil ing . Love Stang H.S. 
Cathy, Ali. , Darlene, Mary, Bethy, Linda, Sam, Pam, 
Murphy, Lisa, ChriSSY, and Sandy heve a grellt summerl 
II~ you alii Ruthie. 
Fhnon- Thanks for a super yearl Roomies forever. 
Remember all our CRAZY times. Gat psyched for 
summer. LOYI, Runaroundl 
Mark, next time we' ll tiP over cowsll Charlene 
Peta, ne_t time we' ll call you. Sue a Cnar 
Jimbo, Coma to Dorm 9, level 14 
Lor i, to the best friend ever, thanks for all of tnesupport 
and Just for being there-at my stde-always. Love, 
Ron 
Jerry- Can we have some Ru.', n Vodka-Sue 
&Charlene 
Chris-I am taking a survey, what's you 're nlme·· ,Sue 
Chr is &. Mark, Wlnna go to Sambos? Sue & Char 
Oed, What's the name of th., glme? 
Chris, How about I swim In the pond? Chlrll.n. 
M- I want to talk to you- l 
First floor Nonh-We ,,,.11., will come to visit you next 
year- L & L 
Faces-that keg pany was greatI Get psyched for the 
Top of 81 
Cathy-Haw 's Hoover? 
Cathy-What color lun nede: If. you wMnng today1 
M lke--Want 10 go for • sWim? 
Huckman : Thanks for the phone intl al1ments and good 
lucl!, on your s.arch for new typists & secretaries. Keep 
on SlMling. Piche 
Laurice-Let's go to the CC for Joe's Chipsl 
Lyn- When 's the last t ime you took a took at what you 
are7 
Kathy, Terri. Debbie-than.. for being such good 
friends; don't forget our coffee breaks I Good luck next 
year Kath, keep in touchl Lynn 
Don'"Think up some good BS oyer the summ er 
Donna C, Alias " Mad Starer", You can have it if you 
want it. Oh Terri, Don't let me forget youl 
Tarry-What we hid mly not hive been oerleet but it 
was very special end atways w i ll be. Let's atways keep 
in touch and never say goodbye. Missy 
Packard: looks like you ' ll haye to hnd a new place 10 
sack out and change between work a classes . Good 
luck, The Morning Rider 
HAlt- h's been the quickest two years of my h' e but 
I've enjoyed tham. I'll always remember our fun. I'll 
miss ya. Innis 
Phillips . Thanks for being there when it counted & those 
greet beach panies, one in partICular which found me 
DEREK and one of my best lummersever. Let 's keep the 
friendship going. Freshman Aoomie 
JaIme-this isn 't goodbye- it's only so long for a 
while-Mary 
Jabs: Get psych~ for next yearll Hak 
Duano: Keep on smiling and showing off those TEETHII 
Linle One 
Moe: Can't yu ..e1 Oh, can ' t you see-Hat night at the 
Pub 
Nancy-Now lhat you ',. finalty going home you better 
EATI KG 
Jeff: You 'lIjusl haYetoIHforvoursel it'sl " dock" nota 
"wharl" KG 
Mike: how's the " do" ? K 
Bryant Basdeball- You guys deserve a tot of credit, yo 
gave it your best Shot- I deYOted fan. 
CongralS. W....I and Sleazy, you w in Fntosll 
You only go around once in Iffe, so go for Fritos! 
J im, We wlm l ttl et r ide in your conveniblel JellybtuJn & 
Kimmie 
',.~ Hubben" -Cheer upll 
Faces- You know lik., end like , bullik.1 don' t Ime w .. nl 
10 Ilk. say like anymoral You know, like? Whal I 
mean?-Fruity Face. 
Cat Clynes-you only have one more yaar to get Gina 
Vin Z.-Dry Notch the same girl much? 
Sherry M.-How about one date before the year 's out? 
Chris S. 
Pattyl Debbie ' I can 't feel my bcxt'I l An t can see is my 
chest move when I breathel Ewrything is numbI 
To the Taureans of the 2d floor south: Have the best 
b inhdays; we're the greatest! Love, Sle.zy 
To the rollers club. ' Sly "goodbye" until neMtyearl Stay 
in Practicel 
Patty: Thanks for a wonderful year, you're the bestl!'11 
miss you next year . We have to be sure and perty 
together. 
Budzo-were you aiming for Denise? 
Skeeter-You're pretty " hip" on girlsl 
BLtdzo-Th•• pitcher is going to grow root" 
Lindl-Thanks for the puah Saturday 
To: Pat Keeley and Bill Stone, Thanks for everything. 
Much obl iged. Ken Vale 
Lyn, Does your hair always Jock like Ihat? 
Jellybean, Cookie, Re.t, Slelzy, It SIIZJ'- we have (j);,.w;J 
to Papa ~;no 's and get that phcherll The Weas(lt 
Nacho Cheese Jaritos; Best snick on the mil ~ 
Available or purchase 8t the CC and Pit of 4 . Alii nt 
00112 . 
Rick L. , Why don't ~e talk anymore? LL 
We are ' 'THE KIDS " and we are " ALL RIGHT'" ' , 
Lyn, Why don 1 you comb your ~If now and ,he,., 
Karen-How do we get rid of h im? Brayo 
Dave, long crt~l1.nce IS the next best th irg to baing, • 
You guys. please don"t throw me tnt Killer 
Taurelas are the ~' 
T- Clo .. but no clgar1 
T - What happened 10 my p8{50nals, thanks a lot 
Howdy Maria: Don 't forget to keep in touch It 
MeMlco. See you in August. 
J.W .: This t ime .f, mv turn " Happy Binhdav." 
Cutie: I've had 50 many good t imes w;th you Th8nk, 
making my first year here a memorable Iln& loy. .:u 
Cutie. 
·News Flash! John Bean gets his f irst perSOnll 
Cheryl: What a roomie. W.it till nut year . SUpeALIII. 
rises ahoYe alii 
Mr. Ketchup: If I get thrown in theocain.yOu'r'8~nc 1(\ 
tool Sleazy. 
littl. Sue: Congratulations for mlking it into ttl. 
Student Assrslllnt Program. Sleazy and Jellybean 
Dorm 7, Second Floor il the best, Thinks for the crn:y 
times, Family feud, champagne punches. 
Franz: As coaches go-you're the best catch. Than • 
loti Love Tiara Girls. ' 
1'hI Archway won't be the same without all ·nig,httH., 
D.M . Is my bed more comfenable thin yours? 
Happy Birthday C.ndy. Today, 10morrowandafwlYS. 
_Ray, Good luck to you and happiness always. Love, TIN!. 
Cindy-It's been great knowing you-keep in toum­
Roben , 
EarlieSt Eyer-9:40 p.m. April 24, 1980. Let's try loboat 
it. The Prodductlon Menager. 
Boy Wondar - I see an excellent paper next year 
especially if we glt I Newl Editor-Besl of lUck, Your 
namesake . 
Lyn: Thanks for your help Ihis ..mester. We should 
makl a good team of Production next _mester, Crts. 
Terry- TeU us one more time-what time .. it? 
Sleazy, Jeltybean. RMt, Sazy, and Cookie. Get '''''''to 
earn your chocolate cake next semesterll 
J beheve Ihat you , ..II¥ Wine me 
But iI's not eaay ill t to glwe.So ,., _,... lID~ 
AnI ... me Main 
If you love m. let ne knDW-tf you don't, piean lit me 
go. 
Reel-Let 's go shopping one m Ol"8 timel-Tke W UHI. 
Slcazv, Jen.bean, Reel. COOlie, Susie, Jaryn, Vat lIftd 
Joani8-Thanks 'or t. n lfliJ me be your reSld6nt 
CDmmul.r this y • • r-l rN lly epprlCiat~ it. B.I)' rt 
would never be th@: same without you guys! LDwe I 
Weasel. 
Camille: friends are !he leayes of the tree of hi 
J . Dub . Have 8 HapPy May 8th. Get Swampedl Plo-tO 
Allison: Good luck wherever you ere neJ(l year Haw I 

good summer. leah 

leah, Thanks for BMtByS being there when I really 

needed it . Cindy 

Leah, if it hadn't been for .,.ou, f M ver would have I'JI8de 

it Ihrough this year. I'm really loking forward to rooming 

with you , just don't rearrange the furniture 100 mJJCh 

Cindy. 

Bruce-I had a dream about trains last night. 

Peg-whit a greal Thursday night we had 81 the 

Comfort , too bad you do not remember it- Rick 

LMN-Have a Healthy Ind Happy Summerill - Rick 

Nln-Or is it TOTI- Rick 

Peg- You should not hOJve sa id $· ,t 10 you father on Ih. 

phone-Rick. 

Ol,..na--Noboav car.s wt\a( tt yOu go 'EVERY tlma YOU 

leave Ihlt room. 

Darlene- Why do YOU walk so funny? 

Hobbit: How Wi" I ~ver ~.u ""ive w ithout midn I-ot 

Backgammon. SLa"'PI are 3 1C AIRMAIl. M.lre UOCoO 
us@ of th. m . Good luCk 1n the Job markat. Midget 
Lyn-You vet lost one af your very few 'riends. 
Ontt more Hme ~o you wor""t forget- I WANNA 0 
HOMEI 
Rlrmember- Use T~r Strokes l 
t"m glad somebody like to play with my stuffed anlmalli. 
They need low. 
Cindy, Wa"'t do rAy to someone who hItS twtped n;e 
thru so much ... Leah . 
Cindy, have fun but not 100 much . See ya over the 
summer and than• . leah . 
To 0 .0 . E.P. B.T. S.O. Fly High with Nu Phi Pi and touch 
down in the fall - Love P.O 
Michael, you 're ,ust tOO good 10 be true, Can't take my 
eyes off of you, you 'w been like haaven 10 tcfuch; Iwant 
to hold you do muchl I Love you, Deb. 
SUMMER 
APARTMENT 
Furnished, 2 bedrooms, modern 
15 minutes from Bryant 
$265 all utilities included 
Call John or Tom 727-0455 
C~ould you afford a 

WATERBED? 

pJ 111 
Now you can!! 
Finally, you can now own that 
waterbed that you have . always 
dreamed about without having to 
put up with the high cost of one. 
Here at Parenteau's we 
understand how you feel and we are 
offering tremendous savings on 
waterbeds that you can build 
yourself! 
If you choose, you can purchase 
just the frame and the inner 
components a_nd you have yourself 
a genuine waterbed-It's that 
simple! 
ACCESSORIES 
• Sheets 
• Pads 
• Pillows 
• Cushions 
• Comforters 
• Bedspreads 
All accessories are 50% off with 
the purchase of a waterbed. 
MATTRESS/ LINER 
• 

COMPONENTS 
DMattress __ ___________ __ ____ ____ __ _____ $49.95 
DJjner ______________________ _________________ 9.50 
DFrame 
with Headboard _____________ _____ . 98.00 
DHeater 
with Thermostat ___ ,_____________ .49.95 
DDeck ________________________ __ ___________ 38.00 
DPedestal ___________ ____ _________________ 39.00 
TUES.-WED. & SAT. TILL 6 

THURS. & FRI. TILL 9 

Parenteau's 

686 SOCIAL ST.• WOONSOCKET. R_'­
eService You Can Depend On 
769-6654 
Quality Furniture At Discount Prices 
--------------------------
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More Personals 

Derlene, Haye you broke any scre\lltdrivers lately? 
Happy Birthday, Mary I hope you had a good time 
caJebrating. 
Cindy, Try & nold together throughJ graduation. 
M . ry-I tJ'K)ugnt you could contr801 yoursen . ThrowlflQ 
fr isbees 1ft Ihe hall . Raally Now! 
C"ln. Slormtfd InlOIn., rOQm.'lmed with a wine bottle in 
the pasl few weeks? 
Soupy, Don 'l get 1051100 much this summer. Thanx for 
all the rides. leah . 
Del, l1a ppv SU111d1y. l eah. 
eln, Has .,..IoSI II yet? Guess Wlio!? 
Oftl, when IS t he tree gOing 10 grow thru \he cement? 
Le.h. 
0." Have a good dme In Florida & wllh Scon this 
!IIummer. -,ou ' "e been a gOOd roomie . Leah. 
Brvant Lacrosse Club 3. 2, 1, Well maybe Number 1 in 
Super teams next year . Heck second ISn'( bed. 
Crae.k, Zappa, Elher. Cor, CaplDe, TSClOk, Fish, lceman, 

Barney, Have a good sum",er and wait liII nexl Veer . 

CGecb. 
O••n Gfade's Moue at In[(trlor deSign, specials on 
shalll' ing cream and half Shampoo decor . you boys ilre 
100 muctt. 
Tex-n.o ve a great summer and don 't forgel fOal we Will 
go w ild n.xlyeer. Hang tough througt, Ihesummer ... the 
snake .. 
To Rod who was lUst a lod, Iried to leach you how to be 
cool but all you 've done since you have been here isbecom •• _____________________________ 
rex MACHATTA. MONNA. UNCLE FISH. Your hove so 
many names that ! don'l know whet to call you 
anymore .. 
MFR- You wllchl 
MFR Single! slnUle! t'fl be making plans this summer for 
a 4 0 cuml YFR 
CIBIg-how nicel You 'lI always have something 10 
, emember me by- an engrevlIlQ in your desk-YFR 
ewC- you·re deflntlely a "sweetie pIe " Have a super 
summer II 
The w ord of the week. WAAUUGGHHII 
ewe-h ave a super summer! Thanks for 
""oerstandrng . Ll 
Plul--I want to thank you Jor a~1 tne help yOU y!"gl~ 
me. ',•• UV appreciate it You 're a greal guyl Have fun 
" vll9OlnO" at the beach Ihis summer. r, going to miss 
'yOu l ove, Laurie. 
P.I... ly Wally Doodlo , II the day- Best of luck on exams. 
leve, YFM 
lJrl--·W. hAlve to get a leam picture/" ­
MFR-8ye bye Bal phonel Bummerl'-YFR 
MFA-Wtnu ever are we gOl"'O to do Without two 
Wlf-drobe. this summmer? 't'FR 
MFA,-WI h have (0 braak our record of fIVe ()e,p In a 
rowt YfR 
O ......... Vou·,. "niGh and weIrd Stay th at wa,, 1 Love 
Yf /l & Mf ll. 
DOCTOR RAV-Let's short some ~hlskey and drtnk 
some coceine...MELBO 
Valps. t'U never torget your Ureat weddlnO song : "Love 
Stinks" l loY8 It. Take care and We" an r.omtl Streyou up 
in N.H Summer of '801 Greatl 
Happy Birthday to those summer part iers! We'll get 
togelha, Deb. Ra ine. Val , Lisa, Tracy. and Michelle . 
Happy 19thl 
Third floor birthday parties are the baSI' Bul the second 
floor of 11 Will be the best I Get ready for soma heavy 
partYing! 
TreeSfumps-No. 1 Tulip, Raina, lis, Corps, Pebbles, 
Marek. Mess , SisI.r, Kate. 'vnnia. max, Dab. SheelY,m 
StItch-Tracy LOIS of luck Marek, you deserve itl 
DATA 0 1 
Andy andTUlip: We'll have to hit U,N.H. again real soon 

With the Toyola. vodka and grapefrUit JUICY and lOIS of 

tunesl Good Timasl 
Carol M . All the " stumps" Will miss you! Take cere and 
don't forget to come back and VISit! W. 10Ye y.l) . Good 
friends are hard to come by. 
Magg'le, I can never 'ell you what fun I've havd having 
you a a roommete. Good Luck In all you dol love, 
Debbie 
BLOB-a, Even though I kid you, you know I lhink you·re 
alright Good Luck In Senate next y~arl Deb. 
BLOB-O Try to lose some weight there isn 't any more 
room In the Pub anymorel (You 're the only one 10 tha 
Pub by the way!) 
Reese, Maureen, Annie , Cathy, Megg'e- We've had 
the BEST YEARI We all know thiS combination was the 
best We must keep 10 touch no mateer what . DO. 
Ruth- From one tal to anolher-T.T is defin irely a tool. 
Bill- Staying out of trouble lately?-Anna Katona 
Jim- Does peanut bulter ,eally make you horny? 
Belh-II 'S a rash I tell you - A RASH II I-Love, Anna 
Katrina . 
Dean-Blackmail can go two ways, you knowl 
TOOlbox- Munch-out cltyl 
Beffles-looking forwerd 10 '80-'S1 and pit of 10 
Cathy d_dn I see the vacuum cleaner until il was 100 
lal8- Turtlenecks can be war 10 AQr ill 
Toolbox- Sland up for you r lghllo be used. 
SammY-lhanx for being the besl R.A. Love from ycur 
little derelicts In 347 
Jlm·Hoover- stay away from beer- It mllkes you throw 
people in showers. 
Anna Kalrina-Teen Queen but nol 69. It's been fun 
being your 50ft -of roommate. Love, Trouble. 
Chery l·Seryl and Tflsh the Dlsh- Thame for bemg c;razy 
With me. AI the Pal 
Ca.I\y and Ruthie-Kl ilihose AmalonsA RoUttn Soccer 
Player. 
Allx-To my tUlure rOOMy Saffell 
~u'h-N IC!e dont on r .T. 8eftel5 
MFA-en.gOOd ." ing aboUI nUl j IVlnl togeth er over lhe 
lumm., -no more Pi nes. Bears to( 'IOu to put up Wf1t'~t 
N.anc : MONTAUK during the Slfmmer, ypu·re gOIng to 
love ,I-onn . 
Off-Campus Housing 
Cont from p: A4, col 3 
off-campus : The combination of 
Affairs would like for you to stop by both sources should provide a fairly 
their office and take a couple of comprehensive listing of off-ca mpus 
minutes to fill out a very short form: housing in the vicinity ()f Bryan!: 
According to Peter Barlow. the Bryant College is a ttempting to 
Director of Residence I.ife. the form further aid students..ln their search 
was for information concerning the for quality off-campus housing: You 
rental property; such as the monthly would be doing a se rvice to your 
rent. the location of it. the condition. fellow students by taking a couple of 
what is the landlord like. and your minutes befo re the semester ends 
overall impression of the property : and stopping by Student Affairs 
In co njunction with advertise­ with this information . 
ments in local papers asking for 
What' s going on in yourinformation a bout off-campus 
orga nization? Publicize it on Theho usi ng. the College is attempting to 
Organi zations pag e of Thema ke up a first hand listing from 
Archway.Bryant Students who currently live 
HELP!!! 
Current Off-Campus Students: 
The Residence Life Office needs 
your help in identifying suitable 
off-campus accommodations for 
next September. 
Please stop by the Student 
Affairs Office to give us infor­ • 
mation concerning your current 
living situation (e.g., IS the rent 
reasonable? Would you live there 
again? etc.) 
This information will be ex­
tremely helpful in our search for 
off-campus housing. 
(See related article) 
Lori- We've been through alot together and 

I have a feeling there will be more next -...r - aSpecl~lIy 

8S roommates . Donna 

Freshman - Chinese lonlghl? Cindy 
" Go ahead, "II pick up." 
Come on Roomie, talk 10 me." 
Big Mac·5 WItt ,jyoe forever . 
Annie, I promise to b ep In touch always. I don' t he. 
"\.a t 's play Scrabbl," 
Lynne-Economics with you OdS been-Interest ing I 
SMS 
Dorm 10-3rd floor, Giris have the best parties I 
Jul ie, Have tun (h IS summer, Oon-' do anything I 
wouldn' t do. leah 
Come 10 the Townhousesl 
Com@ to PEESCH 8eerl 
Peter : even though our friendship has been short. it's 
really been wonderful end the memories w,n alw8Ys 
lasl. I only wish we had met sooner; the memOfles 
would have been much more plentiful . Good luck to you 
and Ranctv With the compeny. R.member Io-keep In 
touch.- Loy. Peeshe. 
New Irem on the CC Surprise Menu-The Famous ~­
Marine with all the tr immings. 00111. 
Phil Kern For President 
Tom, I Love you 
I Love you 
I Love You- T.B. 
Dawn : you give Ike baSI damOiI Hang ,n there teach ll ' 
Heidi . 
Kelley end Mee: You bener com. and visit next yee,' 
THE KIDS ARE ALRIGHTlII 
Bill : You ' re not a guy, you ' re a coach 1 
Bruce Beck.r for Graduate Senatorl 
Tun-a: Good luck finding a new Job . Oon 't move too far 
away-Bryant will miss you. Take care. Lawrence. 
Aoent Piche (OO'IS) is ahve and well and ' Ivlng 
undercover in Pau • . 
Kelley -rKI Mae: Welt. It &ooks like you've made ill 
Congrals and Good luck in '·lhe reel worldl " 
Zeke-Thanks for being such a lerr ific, unique, great 
strange, eIC ., friend. I know I'm gonna miss you. The CIA 
will be honored with yO\.lr presence. Love Atways, Mary. 
6- 330's: It's been 8 grelt yelr. Kelly & Me. Good luck 
EtalOe, Deb, Sonya, and Mana- see you nexl yeer . 
lyn-HOW"s Monty? 
Mafia- Due to your behavior on your 21st blrlhday, 
your 22nd bi rthday has been cancelled by ord.r of Ihe 
F.8.1 . 
HI - O! Congrals! You flO811y made it - with the help lor 
¥aleS II hi ndrancel) of Cloud hhMI 
Cloud NlOe. Tnlnx for being my answ~tlng "'r1jlh:. "" 
t"* JM t montt'l it wile realty apprK1lted. lGlrB , Ma. 
F~ t Seniors CongJlns yOU gU.,5 hnalty made It outll 
Bryant Witt 1M areat ne)lll y.ar-Illher BiU g.8duB'8Ji, Ihal 
osl 
ca and Ol-t1ore's looking f orward to next year's 
Townhouse IIvingl CL 
Cloud Nine-Have a nice sumMer! 
Cloud Nine-We may be disintegrating but wa'il stili get 
beck togeth.r next yeerl 
Lori and Margaret-Good luck with the BoutiQue n.xt 
yearl 
Mary, So how was tne punch? 
Cindy, Thanks for always being th.re when I needed 
someone. Your futu,e roomi • . Me. 
Cris-life in the walking lane O.K.? Marc 
SOFTECH LlVESII 
Duano-Frown you're about to be assaUlted by lvn 
Lyn -The Archway wi n never be the SlIm. With you 
Marc 
a. Whet has 4 legs & thes? A Two pairs of pants 
What r.l I,01"1I blut end rubbed all oyer? 
Rose- Lolle your ha,r any way you put itl 
Katie C - You CIe!ler read Ihll paper CU5 see I wrote'" 
Marc 
Sonya ' Bernie and I w ill miss youthis !Jummer. Love ----
Marrazzo: ne Gusta Cerve18111 Romero 
----------------1--------------­HAPPY BIRTHDAY: CANDYIII 
We ,,.. " lhe kids " and we are all rightll ll 
Mikki &. Olive - You two are excellent! "m look ing 
forward to alot more good t imes. Ton i P.S 1 love your 
facesl 
Sonya, Joenn, Candy and Co.-Thanks for everything 
you did on my blnhdey. love. Lupita 
----------------~-----------IPam-I tooK your advice-thanks fo,belng so honest. I'm 
gOing 10 m iss you nelilt year. Love, Toni P.S. Take care 
Kalhy- Iet's slip between the sheet5-TONIGHTIHM C. 
Debbie, j ust because the semeste'-s OYer does not 
mean tha1 you ' re tid of mel Lttt"s keep in fOuchlloveya, 
Ton i 
------1:---------:--------------­
J.W.-HAPPY BIRTHDAY- F--- ing f1il1ckarct 
The word for the week is: EXACERBATE II 
Mike.We heard you, reference letter got you referred to 
the guys with the Whit. Jackels. 
Dizzy:HIWY B.r1tldaylll 
To Reet Oolly: Hope your wisnllSlcome truelln a really 
outsland i!l9 way" 
Mik• . 50 you can only rake leaves if they are not spread 
too fer lpart? 
Blues Brothers Rule- Dynamic trio def.ated. Signed: 
the third B. 
,Jeltybean: How about a course in the biology of 
psychologyI 
Reet-Wanne grab md a couple of fresh buns?1 
Nence-Thanks fOl helping me through -&t%? com­
puters. I could never have done it alone. Love. Toni 
Craig-Will you please get some new pents. That spot 
drives me crazy. Gwess Whon 
P8" MIIlha-Glad you're only a junior-et least I will 
know someone n.Xl yee" Marc 
Jeyne-Lalent C.P.A. 
Donne C. You will a"Mtaya be remembered by me, you 
too Terri . -at'" 
Scon- W'hat happ8 ned Ihe weekend at ..a;12. 
Julia-Do you t\onMf'y th ink '(Out s ister is 511'. from tht 
me.l1er of cor ruption next year?tl 
Mary. You ..,.. the "N1 Roomi. of the year " Love. Elly 
Baba- l'"he Jwpplh l y••rs haw been thell lal1 th'M. 
Our love wtli "uely lest through et.rniry. Loye your 
Baby 
MIl • 'or V04'r padenee throughout the 
semelt.r, M.R, 
Kaft8n--l(eep tC:enny under contro'& '" yoU nexty..r, 
Merc 
Harry 6. 8ash- No more bongs f« mer My lung. Itill 
hunl Ree'Chie 
Mobil Twins-Great year-ue you on the way to 
Colotadoll More 
J .W .-8e here next veer717 Karl M.,. 
Lauri., If you 're going to .it at my dnk, pie... r.trein 
from carving my na"'e in the de. blouer. era'a 
The Archway Caption ContU I was WOt1 bV JtIf 
Campbetrs entry, "I did what last njgh17 A' e "yoU 
5ure11"" 
A -4-Your journeys may lake you far, bliJ a ryent WlU 
always (emember 
That's very sh.il llow 
P4ike: We heerd they 're com ing to take yGu.away h. ", 
ho ho hee he. to the funny farm ---where.neyean'. ,..k. 
leaves eith.r 
J .W.-Oon"l forget May 24, 1980. 
JUlie, l.Q(1,. ana K.air- Sowhere·s tMlI'l tchenUOI"g \0 be 
next year?I 
\eah-CONGRATULATtONSli If the,e was ever t'NO 
people made for each other it would be you and Rob 
Best Wishes- Mary 
Reet. Sleazy, SalY, Jellybean, Weasel Idon Iknowwho 
short sheeted my bed lasl week but I m il fi ndo~t .ndoet 
my REVENGEI Cook 'e 
lort-DoInQ any laundry this summer? 
Ka ir - - Thanx for beIOg such a lerrif ic roomi• . J UDI wen 
for next year! God help us" Roomie 
leah. I'll be up to see you 18 soon as I f ind Ihe TaconiC 
Stale Parkway. Cindy. 
Bruce- Th.re IS a de.p meaage somewha,. in Ihls 
per50nal . Cindy 
Duan6-1 like it besl in your diSCO panlS. Cindy 
Bruce, I'll be over to p.ck up my rug before I go "0",. 
Start roll ing it up. Cindy 
Mike T.: Congratulation for mak.,..g II ,,,(0 tnt; Student 
Assistant Program . 
Bruce, You 've made the last few weeks \I\IOnderful. 
Cindy 
J .W .-When you buy some t;ghl pents, l w ant tollMttw 
r.sults. Cindy 
How many stuffed animals ~n YOlo! tn In one ,com' 
We 'll certainly find out next sam. Sler, r 'ohl tAah? Clrtdv 
LVn, I'm bringing backa year 'ssupptyoftrenqudlletSfOf' 
you. 
Guys. just to Set Ihe record straight. I wenr OtoIC w nh 3 
guys this year , not 9441 
I used to like Rhode laland-until I moy~ h••. 
The Archway is on its way to a very successful Va8l' 
Keep up the Oood work. 
Laurie, Gona like 'roul Cra ig 
lynn C. Have e really n ice summer and tharlk.l lot belng 
a friend. Ihope things work out as planned thta tummat 
for both you and me. Again, Thanks for everythJng 
Craig 
Hey M ike, Maybe thl. suml'Ml" could be IlIIl •• good 18 
lasl. Maybe. if we try l 
Pich. You 've been I dliIIlt.no. 'Of m.,patIBne.. but WI! 
made it. How rnue.h will • IYmp cost} Brown 
338 3rd: ThIl MI for everythk'lg, Keep in IDlkrh Of I will 
miss you both very m1J(lh . Hobb" 
Spatz. Vflnnle, Prep. ctllck: Wa"*, OU't fO( Sprmg 
WMlllnd , , heard n m ighl snow t 
Happy B.rthdly J .W.-Oon·C worry your ceke witt.be 
freah . 
Dorm 8 I co",kI wr1te my thank VO IJ 10 ~_ lang. bU"1 
instead I'll I lJst say. Walling for a lener. Ll'l Brown 
M. _ ... I kneW I Qa ,hi. 100_ or 
M.C.-Get psycl>ed for the ~11I8. It l hould be • oood 
timal 
MFR: got psvched to yisit MAINEI All rlghtl Y:F:R: 
Green M.chin.-W.·..... really gOllPlrlt-Th.nx tor .11 
the suppon. Deb 
Lynn, You 're MFR Ind I'm r.llly eon"- mill you nUl 
summerl Loye, Laurie (yFA-rlght1) 
Kimmie-5hould we have Iny "'or, long t_",,~ Debbie 
CollegeStudents 

R:L School of Electronics has condensed its 2-year Technology program 
into one year If you have a favorable college transcript two years of coll ege. 
an associates or bachelors degree. you are eligible : Greatly increase your 
earning capacity by tempering your education with the skill' of an elect roniCs 
technician : your options will become vastly expanded to include the best jobs 
available in fields such as computer technology, industrial electronics. 
medical electronics . communications and broadcasting : This curriculum 
places great emphasiS on digital and micro-computers: 
If you consider how far electronic~ has come in a few short yea rs. yOl4. 
will get a glimpse of its potential and yours . 
New Classes Begin October. 
Day and Evening Programs: Approved for Veteran :s Benefits : 
Accredited Member of NA TIS. FinanCial Aid Programs Available : 
- --- - - - ---
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~Iore Personals 

Plche- hOw about some Joe-rits? 
A"heuur Pit:". Natur.,lightl 
Kim, D."" Sue. Donna: Her. we com. 'Plt of 10" 
PARTYII Lori 
SUNS- I r.ally miss our talks that we used to have. 
meybe we can M v. them once eglin-Lori 
,UM DEB. LORI, SUE , GET PSYCHED FOR NEXT YEAR 
'N DORM 10 -I CAN'T WAIT. DONNA 
Jack'e, Sle'. Kar in, Nancy- You a'. 9r,.1 neighbors to 
ha_Lor, 
Nancy H. Have 8 great summer, hope that you visit us 
MJU year-Your Neighbor-Lori 
DES-tAN YOU BELIEVE OUR FIRST YEAR GONEI 
ONLY ONE MORE TO GO, THANKS FOR EVERYTHINGI 
DONNA 
Klmml. Thanx for bttflO. u pe.- rOOlT1mate this year. 
Just wail till naKI year -Debbie . 
Gay'... Watch out Future .. roomi . ... Sa. you a. the big 
" '''',·Lov. SQ, 
Donna- Remember those late nights-getting throun in 
tlv pond etc. -well there is more to come -Lori 
8rllln-Howtt~. the ranking busin'" been letely? 
THE GREEN MACHINE RATES I Thank you .veryon.1 
Ne.t Yur Ageinl-Lori 
Budd. ·Dod Vou got SHAKEN upl 
TtfE GREEN MACHINE: Cong.a,ulations for a good job­
LDYII SpectatorsI 
$ ttQhant. A epeeil' thanks from ThaGreen Machlnel' 
T'he Gr • • n MI CI'I ine hiS got the "Spirit'" 
J.ltybe.n~ How about 8 course In Psychology? Doyou 
Wlnt me to recommend I tHcher? nudge,nudge. sly 
no more, say no morel' 
Lori M(! Your the best roomy ever. I'll reilly mig ya. 
Good luck .Iwayl. Love L.T. 
F ... ehman fflends: I hlven't known you an that tong. but 
I ~Ink we do know each other. Thanks for being th.re. 
Hobb. 
B • • n Head: la the PIGGY Itill awlke1l Love. B.an Head 
The Grwe" Machine: Number ONE for enthusiem. 
Who REAU.Y won the chocotlt. ceke1l 
DEAN'S LADIES-WHO SAYS GOOD FRIENDS ARE 
HARD 10 FIND 
Rea. S"'IY', Jellybeln. SIZY. Wealel: Thanks for 
;::.~~~;~~ f_~,:: Rem.mber there is still next 
Jot'" IndJadtMt: Who the hell ilgoing to'11i mlwhat 
h_ ed ."•• our partyln··SI..zy 
Don~t you know how much I love you? 
HAPf'Y BIRTHDAY CANDYIII 
BLUES BROlliERS AREN'T ORIGINAL. BUT THEY'RE 
NATURAU.Y NUMBER ONE I 
HEY ''''no'' SORRY YOU CAN'T TAKE A JOKEI 
HEY IIVO: WHY DON'T YOU GO TO THE CHEZ JOSEPH, 
NOW WE CAN DOUBLE FOR THE BEACH, 
HEY IUD: THANQ FOil BEING A GREAT " BRO", 

CAN'T WAIf FOR TH'S SUMMER AND THE NEXT 

1HIIH VIAIII, . 
Lor'IUN·only 11 more doV- '0 South C••o'i",,' 
CGop-AIWo Two Step Io_·...n " _ do flunk our 
_ m611 
, ,.,. end Tony: Her, come thoU cocaine flrts. 
.AII",...n: OId YOU~lhetlh.moon i••hining bright 
with no hueP! ·CooId. 
Oood 10'''' OIlIIN MACHINE' You bOIte. II'" ".ining 
_ lot "IJII y..r 11 _ wonl to bo numbo. ONEI • 
CooIde 
I'MI. MN '"m.: Get poyched lor next y.... maybe 
M .,. ,eoru" n.w' memben, but then -a_in let's not 
.nd Ny_dldl 
...... 'lell'(. JeltylNn. Sozy. We_I: Le18 10 fo' 
wrlghl·.' 1'1, Iry lor I'" .0', MUNCHII (it'll .uro bool 
I",." 
S1eUY • JeltylNn: YOU " . going to h... to practice 
pUlling t... frio".. through the hole, Toke I._no from 
R,,'._II 
T.rryO"...· BtIr)· I cen't wait to experience the m8wna.. 
of t*:oming • IOCthmorel-Cookia 
S Ie-..:y: LelS DO 'or . walk egain. How about four tim .. 
around In. aehool1hie timel-Cookie 
Poo GREAT lob Sunday 
DORM 10 GET READY, HERE WE COMEli l 
GREEN MACHINE: WE'RE GONNA GO ALL THE WAY 
NEXT YEAR I 
GREEp; MACHINE- A, I....we pI••ed, Nor bad, Huhll 
It was. gr.at time. Oonna 
Lori-Just w.it fill next year. H09Iwe cen IrYetogether. 
We'" hi.,. • great lime, Donna 
Mary l. ·n we didn't love you. we wouldn 't tease youl 
Toni A 
Donna- W••r. going to have. gr ••f tIme nelCl year 
being roommates I Lori 
Little S w:te--I'U miss your morning vis its nekt year­
You 'll have to visit sometime. Debbie. 
Debbie and Donald. I love your pllce and new furniture . 
Thanks for dinn• . Best wish.. on your futurelogether . 
Lov., Lori 
To My "Brothars"-Paul R. It w.. great to hlfVe VOU 
• round when I needed you during the first 2 yrs. Best 
wishes in your future life and career. Love. Lori 8 . 
To Donna Philips: It'l bean greatl TAke caraof yourself 
& Jllme. Hi Jlimie' Love Lori. 
To Litde Brown. Well we mede it thru .. ye.r. of this 
place. y ••hl 8... of luck 10 you in aU you do. Ke. 
Imili"" L..... Big Irvwn 
Dearest Neil, I love you atwa.,., Lori 
To the 3 in A-4. It has been great leI's keep in louch. 
Lori, 
Pam : Had a great time, By thewly-didyour neighbor 's 
house ever get to spinning? 
Melissa-You've shown m. whet a TRUE friend is raally 
like. You're 1110 the first to keep up with my drinking 
habitsl Gonn. miN you ... S.B. 
M2S-Afternoon cocktails turned into an aU ntght 
happy hoursl 
Ter-Do you h.ve to be 10 obainate? 
Hey Jlck 'n the Boy-who you got in th.re now? 
Hey Maureen-How many of thoM 'perky pilll ' did you 
take anywaysll 
"Legal Abortions given here" 
Hey Sip-I don't know why you say good-by • .. 1 say 
hellol 
M2 's-Had more fun returning the trlsh barrel th.n I 
dtd lhe night before. 
M2',-48 hr . Drunk w ith Sex. Drugs:. Rock 'n Rollind 
much, much, morel 
Uglanootc.-How·s your Buddie1-8eboo1e 
l.ori~-"'m dapreased--the wind haln't been winctv 
lat.ly... 
T.nk, you ' .... be.n a good roomi. thi. year. Thanx for the 
cooperation and understlnding. your roomie. Me 
Lynn. Deb, Marg, Jo-Have fun It the beech in 'lour 
houM. Hey maybe one of you will find out what happena 
at the beach at night111 Love. Coop 
Fred-I guess fantl,i•• can come Irue on Saturdays 
P.tti &. Mlrie---bet you can't wait to live in Dorm e, 
430'11 
Heven Br08, Inyone? 
Karen, . r, you reactv yilt? 
Kev, I need an eddrn• ... 5OOOn?1. CIII then w ke care 
end sm,le-Maril 
K.M..W,-1Nnkl for coming ... Memoriellinger 00... your 
_Ieome enylimel Happy G.odutllion111I love you 143 
M,T.C, 
GIRLS TRACK IS TOP NOTCH111 Cong.... teem on 
runners-up trophyl Watch out next yearl 
D, Lafleur-it toot a white, dedication a. time, but look 
where you ended up Sr. yelr. Congr ... on track trophy 
.winningll M.rie "Coop" 
Kathy Lee L __AI1 the wayl A.e you lIilllogjding • 
lhawing that Iraphyl 
Debbie L, Remember, every1hing worD out for the 
belt., . Something will pop from an the intervMtWB... time 
8: p.dence, .. Happy Gradultion, Mlrie C. 
My loIte Alway•• H.ppy Mo'he,'. Day, Mom-M••1e 
H_y Confi'mation ""111 6·13·80 
LIII, Marin-haw many more days and houri to 
Graduation1 to S,C.l Hmmmm? 
LiS&-poilOn anyone lately1 
Then, look 
a gi!t horse 
in the mouth. 
What better way to discover the variety of services 
and activities your alumni association offers? When 
you pick up a Graauate, pick up a few facts about us 
too. We think you'll like what you learn - from 
both of us! Bryant College Alumni 
AssociationFREE FROM Pick up you copy in the Student --...... 
Senate office May 7-9, 9 a.m.-1 p.m. 
Vicky S .-tha besl RA. A bit Hrlybut Happy Graduationl 

Luv. Marie 6. 43O's 

Pllma. Thanks a million. HIppy Graduat JOn• • nd Good 

Luck-'Frik and Frlk ', 'The Terrible Twosome', etc . 

G.E.K.-Where were you wh.n we needed you 

Salurday nite? M.T.C. 

Bill-Did it hive to be a moldy glrblge cln? Allison 
Bill-Thank. tor nothing--Th. W.t Revengers 
P.rfum. ... Shaving eream ...Frolln underwear.. Wlter 
balloon fights ... Whet neKt11 
Bill and Steve-Looks lisk WI outdi:::lyou Iglint-Karen 
andAllilon 
Steve-h blew out the window and is nowh.re 10 be 
found. You owe me Ie. 50. 
JAY." ROAD TRIPII THE SUNRISE WATCHERS, 
Fuzzy Duck. Ducky FUll, Ooel He? 
Anitl-Oon't ten m. you're just coming inl 
Steve-vou reilly shoutdn'lleave your door untocked-­
The Ravengers 
Frozen underwear egeinl Steve?-love. The Revenger 
Fresh!"an-Thanks-Cindy 
Leah-I ex.pecI to see a ring on your finger in 
September if you don't want a sora .asl Cinctv 
Leah-Th.nks for aU the good timn and for helping me 
Ihru the bad. I love you-Cindy 
n. Archw.y Staff-Ita been r.lr. and its been nice. 
and well... its bean rial nice tool Roters 
8ruce-Can I have Oeadplant? Cindy 
Bobby M. NOWTHATTHE WHOLE CAMPUS HAS SEEN 
YOUR ASS, YOU REALLY LOOK LIKE ONEI1I111 
Bruce-You are a trw/person, but I love you anyways. 
C,ndy 
Thanks for. great week.nd SIX 
M,8 . Oance-Aztec: Two's Company .wanna hear it 
again... one more lime1l 
Duane-Whera do you go from the top? DOWN 
Craig C,-I know you 'll make this piper sometnlr,g to be 
proud of. Best of luck. Cindy 
I like Bryant College 
Leeh-Nelltnes~ t& the sign of I lick. mind-Cindy 
Bruce-When you Me che.p whit. win. will you .hink 
of mel Cindy 
Bruca---I hear you hive quite a reputation nowl 
Leah-let's throw frisbee. aroundl Cindy 
HAPf'Y BlfITHDAY JOHN WILLIAM HARRINGTONII 
Love Y., Cindy 
Donna--th.nk, for .11 the help. You 've giv.n me !hie 
yair. Just wait tm next yeer -PARTY-O.bbi. 
Ly"..PI.... tlk. tr anquilizea over the summ.r. Cinctv_ 
Jack·Great Oaka il No. 1 Ind .a Ir youl 
Been-Remember the good times? but mOM of all 
remember we will continue to hev. them' 
Bem W~ to Clrole .nd Jeff from your referee 
Billy. Ted. Wolly·TI\onx fOl' tryi", to bring .... bod ...... 
bo.... 10 • 1IicIGry, 
Bean-Are you lure you can'. afford going to the Clpe for 
tha lummer? 
Carol.Don't worry w ..evw I end UP. we'lI alWwya 
keep in touch. Th... for everything. Lowe EHE 
lonGo ond Tlm·Thenirl 10 much lot _g I...... 
W~night. 
Who il t... Nif ~_cu-? 
Tha Ch... club live. on. 
Donna-Oon'l torget wine and cheeee nights for next 

IImesterl Great timel can still be h.:tl You know whol 

MFR-Hlve much trouble Wilking in my "A Ihoe." or 
your "Cinderella sho.l"-YFR 
Mike: Th.nks for the 2 a .m. breakflst...not 10 mention 
the LONG talk, We'll be beck for another .oon.oniy we'll 
bring the coff... SlelZY and Jellybeen 
Jel tybean and Wea..l: ao s~egin donn 't worit asalow 
as I thought it did. but Pousette·D.rt was grell... r;gh1? 
Laurie·W.·ve become really good friends this s.me..er 
and I hope our frtardhip cln grow next yesr. Take 
really good care of yourMtf end hive an .xtr. lpeciel 
summer, Let'l keep in touch and mlybew. could even 
get logether. Love. Cr.tg 
Ellen. Lynn. Brenda. Linda, Jerry. Ellen--What .bout 
next. Monday ntgh11 
Mc 0, McT. Snake Lenak Who satd it doeln't snow in 
May, April. M.rch, Feb ... etc. 
It'a been. greet ...aon thanu to the terrific m.mbers 
of the track telm. Get psyched for next year. 
Look out aponl showcase-Here comes a new trophyl 
Girls track all the wayl 
Girll trick-2nd in Tri·S .....1Good job Iveryone. 
Thenu Eapo and Crlnaton for the Concerti 
Congratulationl Mikel 
Bean-How about .nother Tom CoUl ns, mlde the Donna 
DDObe way, 
Jo, best wishes to you Ind John for the future .. Love, 
D.J . 
Frank~'hlnu for I" the help on the computer programs. 
Who's gonne bug yl neJCt year11 Ter 
Frogl. Frogs, Frogslll They're invading Dorm 7. Helplll 
Pit 7-You're the besll Noog, Kim, and Rich-a future 
logetherl 
Pit 7 ~Tripla H. may we he4p you? 

Lyn, does your h.ir always look like thld 

,'m glad somebody likes my stuffed animals. They need 
love. 
Miki-a picture paints a thousand words-but our talks 
say much more than just words-C.O. 
Who's got dates coming out of her elr.l Ask Mikil 
To AI Pal-is th is is as good as a rose?-Your Pal Cal 
To my fellow ingestavetor-Best Benson Breaks begin 
by bonging, 
Kerri Face-can you keep M.rio's Stiki1 
She's been alone lately. 
Karen-hlve you ever Men 8 commuter1 
T-Your lin'_ siSler molly have bigger on8., but yours .r. 
nicer. T-How.re your knees? Healed yet? T -HIve. 
very nice summer . See you then . 
Skeeter-send me that picture soonl 
Skeeter-I love you-Pokey 
Skeeter-I like you alot- I hope you like mel 
Jellybean: PLEASE don ', I.t onyon, .... m. haw I 
enjoyed Itnt Pousettl-Oart concert. 
Trio: N.xt time you wlnt to lake someth ing the wrong 
way. let us know. We can do bener thin thlt. 
Newport. Chicago. Bensen, Ooobs. Florida , 4th of 
JulY,MEMORIES, 
Try a JOI~ar inel 
KIMMIE : GET PSYCHED FOR NEXT YEAR-­
ROOMMATES AGAIN- -WE WILL SURVIVE11­
DEBBIE 
Lori--ha .... you t.ken up coffee spilling 8sa hobby1 Bet 
you h.VI~-Yoyo· s never flill 
YO- YO BRAIN-UP • DOWN, UP & OOWN, UP • 
DOWN HEYI THAT'S YOUIII 
LON-we ll 8tililove you, even if you do haYW1lnse4'lM1h, 
w 's your buddy been?1 
Archway: We've gottln off to • very positive start. 10 
let's keep it up Ind Clrry it over into next yelr . Hive I 
nice summ.r and see you in September. Cr.ig C. 
Prodduction staff-It' III I love you aU .. Lyn 
HaPl>Y Birthdoy, '/wI 
Remember Irio; we wltchad for about 2 weeks before 
we did anything. 
Go for it Moos lU 
Jean: you know you ha"e I set of Major League Yaboa? 
Hey '''1og I round the coUar". Congratulations on your 
newring. 
H.lp warned: The Trio 
BBB: All My Lov....Cindy 
Bruce-Witch your mail for obscene stationaryl Cindy 
Kim. Sue. Oonna, &. Lor/-aultemate. for next y••:r. gel 
psyched-Dobbiel 
Who wanlS Chocolate Cake1 I do I do 
The word for this weak is: EXACERBATE! 
Val . Are you sure you're still working al the pubn 
Kathy Q . been straignt lately? 
Quyincy love tho. M 8r. M's 
WOMEN'S 
FIlH ..fGNANCY TESTING MEDICAL 
'ABORTION PROCEDURES 
'BIRTH CONTROL COUNCELING CENTER 
'COMPLETE GYNECOlOGICAL CARE 
'STATE lISENCEO FACILITY 
ABORTION SERVICES 
For Information 
and AppOintment 
Call 272-1440 
100 Highland Avenu~ 
Suite 104 
Providence, RI 02906 
Continental Travel 

SERVICE FOR ALL YOUR 

VACATION AND TRAVEL NEEDS. 

STOP BY AND SEE HOW SPECIAL WE ARE• 

.. 
445 PUTNAM PIKE' APPLE VALLEY MALL · 
SMITHFIELD, R.I. 02917 401-232-0980 
. ~ 
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Blues Brothers always "Face ' the " Trlo " , 	 Lainey·Oid you know Teddy and umby we,. getting it Laur ia, you shoutdn ', go .round IMutting your friend ', 
onl roommateMore Personals 
L. & ~ . & P We only call you the " tr iO" because we 
K have your eggs salted lately? haven 't seen any dynamiCs yel! uiney-Good lude wtth the 8ull Shit Orgenizaton next Be.ln-As far I. I'm concerned. you .re I 'leg', so you 
ye.r. Noog be" stay In touch or 11M I'll hi..,. difficulty nving.-A 
A~body want to party? OB's opens !It 11 PEG: want 10 have an Inlense game of backgct mmon? friend. 
LAiney· Huhhhl -~oog TLW-lh. frog fr.ek. 
J ohn- · y<KIr shoe Size could determine your reign as Tracy-Wher, ', Popeye and 01i..,.,i17 
"1trnQ " -· "Good Girl" Lor-Doe. it 'till hun1 
We 'rt! 51111 wa.tlng for the "dynamic" 10 come OUI of the Mom and Ded·You won ', forOI. about your daughter. 
I~ II s be.n greetl I Wish you Ihe best . Love Ya-ME " lrlO" Abby· How .r. the kld••nd Tom? Ann, will you? " Sniff " ) 
2 .. .. 
, " hew ·H.ppy 20th" · you hna Uy made It. I hope It Clno y If YOlJ ever neeo me lor a nY1hl ng. I'm there enn Abby- I heerd you were chilling on Toml Bytnewey. he JoAnne-Can you believe whIt I u idand did in Boston7 
WiS' worth the wall. Jeanne wa, I.rrific lest ntght·one of the kidal As you WOUklNY: ' ' - --- Chowllllllr 
Hey Stan. SII down pIN58. Good luck. InYllida. Hang 
Ilh .My contu'l"ed friends hip I'll illwayl be hlro. LOt tough and 'Ne 'n aU be beck. Btg T • 69 Roomi•. don't let For.lgn lOurC8e pr.....n. you fron"l FAST· For ,he I.., 11m• • WHAT ARE YOU THINKING1711 
oil • ME viaiting thea Mlmmer 
Lori C.. ThInks for. 5UPer yelr . You',e • 1 in my~. Hey Stu. Lid!. me. Thank. for 2 super ye.,• . Hey ehemp 
Gl'1Imps ,how can you calt me a polly If you don ' t know Lov., Ton"I . Dorm 7. Second Floor . Roome 231 . 232. 233. I sur. 1m you .r. 10 gay. Good luck. .Joey Heed. You ar, 10 
_Of a ur.? going 10 mi" you. smooth . Howie Na HI" BIGT No. 8 . 
TI!'HI -·What lime IS Il i(1 .Jl In the afternoon I) 
O~namw:: (J usllhlS o.,.um.) Tuo" " numb4tr , ·, ,(Plck a Anni•. that invitation ben.r still be open. I plen on Skeeter-When .r. you cominv up ~.in1 laking edv.ntege of ,; .l'1umber betwe.n 2 .nd 3) 	 Sleazy· ·Appleman tl Go tar III 
Skeeter-I long 10 hold you once egaln bee.uN I kWI 
Lort do wr: hi..,. 10 wea, sexyT-shirtstodr lveyou wlld?1 Debbie . yOu really Itke .hose dunking gllmes. h Uh? Lamey·1w ent my Lambil/l T 	 you, Pokmey 
Waterloo! 
N " cV How did yo u ilkI!' beIng escorted back 10 your Dorm 7 Pit-I'm go,m. miN va . You 're .,1 the cr.ziest Harry. Bum·' tow ya for jUl' one ,••aon. Reec:hi, 
rlJGM by I tte ·· Blues Brothe rS" ? Sa",. You BACO II bunch of " nul." I know. Lo..... T.r 
BEVAN- BABYI·WOEI BITE THOSE CHEEKSI Ton.. 
Slue' B,tJl hers are . 1111 Shtazy· ,Who needs the Toolhplcks? It ce rta inly wasn' t ToniLeu,.e. Congratulations on your appointment .s vp of 
YEAHI 
RMI end W....,-Congr.tl on the first plec;e In FritbeeJ 
Gre,n. Gr..n , Gr,en, Gr..n. G,e.n Mach,nel 
SHO:BE OFFII 
Sib end Co.-W.tch out I the Green Machine i, on t .... 
r~.' CCongr.tule.lona Sibbi.) 
LIN and Jim-h.ve • wol'ld....ul lummer. ~.n ere 
either of you going to invite m.to your summer hom.? 
LVn 
Wented: One Ad M.nager with PerlOfleh'Y-A co"­
cerna s emor. 
' -I hope you ..nt m•• ,.ally " Ice personal thiS week. 
Thenk you- Cutie; CUlil; Cut..: .tc. 
Bruce-.re yOu r..'ty going '0 .'098 10 lJtJca ."tan. En. 
Cenll1 Lyn 
Llsi - your ....ry first Pftr501111 in the very ,••• Archw.yl 
Love. LV" 
I knOW' someone who like' whine ben.r th.n s,.az•... 
M.E. -I'm 10 confuHdl-- M.n' you can't live With Ihem 
you Cln' t live without Ih.m. 
2 . . ... . . .... .. .. . 
"And I good lime WII had by .Ir· F---ing G,eeksl 
Bruce-hel your "new" roomm.le" been wele rlno DUl1m 
the pl.nt ,'80ular1y1 Lyn 
Bruce-I'm g ted you and Cindy hid a good weekend . l ..n 
Sleazy-Congr.tul.lionsl You all s tayed I W8k8 .,. 
_.ndIJB 
Gr.en M.chin.-20 poims for most. enthuaiast.c le.m 
ATTENTION GREEN MACHINE·Be on 1ho Ir..,k at 6'00 
a .m .-training for nelCt y..rl 
Donna· Gurgfe, Gurgl•. leeds to SPWAT ell over In. 
pl.ce- try to control your"'f next .ime. 
s.;....r·do you r..'iz. t he meaning of the vpe~ldown 
..."",1 
8 -S: Th.nka for th. morll aupport. It', bMn 
eppr8CI.ted; Y.. believe tt I can be this ,man 
CANDY..HAPPV BIRTHDAY"'" 
RJCT 7/ 7/ 1980 
HARRY • BASM-You two .re exceflentl loYe Y', 
Rooohie 
Der,"n-Th.nka for teking the I a .m . 10 wh.~r . h ih. 
You livened up those .1I-ni9hters. Love huge. • ndki... 
Your Production M.n,ager. 
Julie i•• Nerdl 
Creek ,toe III.ty1 
Juli. do you w.nt to buy lOme bootters r 
Juli. only 16 dayl leftl 
Moo·Moo·He_ B,nhday 211 
Moo·Do • fow .ho,. la,elvl SohNI_I 
Lynn. J.n..-G.. ~yched fOt 'pC.1 
JWH. JM .nd DL-Men.ga a trois in W.nd.ar lockl? 
Bill C....n.ugh do you Itw.ys hug gir. .... , 
BIII-Pe.. out In the kids bed Iltely? 
Billy-Uk. to r.1d nudi. bookI ou.1oud1 00 you . 'w.ys 
II've gi,,, bed, to go home end sleep In l ne nudl1 
Co,e to bring r.leU.,.. ov., again 
C,n<!V.WhoI numb.- il ll.ll 
First Ftoor Soul .,,"ew Do,."... w.1I never be the lime 
w ithout Beth, Julie. G.yla, end Su• . 
Chip. how m.ny billion ~d1 
.. Airy in love 
Horizonta' m.n wlS bent over on. stormy nig h t. 
Newt lh. only in.ell.,.. acti.,.11 
Who WIIn tl to go in on a ptl:Z8 1 
B.... No. 1 
Skeeter. hoWl hock. y pok..y1 
How Cl n t ubber man keep I'up 

WoodV-watch 1.levision much? 

Dee 01. for Pres idenl 
GREEK NIGHTS ARE GREATIII 
Budzo t td_ egaln bew.r. ell. 
C.l-who ,. it Ihis 1lme? 
Smiley-Inh.,. Iny clouds IlIe'y 
APK • 518 Ih. 8udzmobtle will ride eg.in. 
Bat. I nd SIB SofIboll 'oom No. 
Sk....r. How WM UCONN? 
Lott a GrMn Wrln.n Communication. Notebook.. it i, 
""nti., for Fln.'" Could you p..... return to 80" 
1447 immedill.tyll 
Tracy-Linl. 'Mich'-rll mi.. youll You .f. cordlalty 
invited down next ..melter for .verdeyt Se. you OVllr 
the IUmm.r. Love 
Bean·AII k:en IIY is·\Nh., will I do next ..mester 
withoutyou11'1'miuvoull 'Umie,youl Lowe 'Chow' _ 
oAnna-Th.nks for being. g,••t ..etner end .dvi..... 
Beet wiehel for the future .nd I'll miss you a lOt next 
..mel"'. LOII8'Chow' 
D.C.·NOW' that the semester is over·edmil: it. you IUled 
out. qU.l1ionnelrell 
Donna-Thanka for everything' I'll mias you • whole 
bunchI You were the belt roomie anyont could h• ..,. 
had . Sley in touch-OK? Love Annia 
Karen-Get ~'fChed for next year .nd h.... . gr U t 
summer. Thanks for being' gr..t friend. Love Ann 
Tek••n Education maior to lunch. but not .t Sag. 
If you can reed this . th.nk I t4'ech.r. 
ElY.. Co".'k) livell 
Menege • Iroil in WindlOr Locks. 
Listen to "Th. Bnckey Ihow" ewry TuMdey noon-2 
When i. the not meeting of "FI..h .nonymo\d( 
Cindy-who will be you, next "VK:tor" ligned Fla.ah. 
D.,no. Kevin . 
Cindy·G.t psyched for EO paych nelCt .,...r·enoth.r
Education m.jor . __,-_-,,-____ ___ 
Du.ne-Thanks for melting my firat aem.... on campUl 
• "reel experience." Hope you can m.ximize 'fOUr ule" 
next yelr . 
DUlne·VOOC' luck 11 Cree mer . I'm ,ur. it will be an 
education.1 end fun IXPlrtance for you. 
Qarleen-Whet I h.ve to Ily Clnnot fft in one peraon. ,. 
It·. be 'uper-you .rl .n @xcenent human being .nd • 
gr.at friend Keep in touch. H.ve • nlca life . Ct. 
Stoccoli 
me t.hls weekend! HA HA JEllyBean -------------- ------~-n dynamic Ina t a n ·' compete W ith the Blu~s 
Slalt....51 Pit 7-Tripl. H, may we help you1 
r 
UNEUPYOUR 

SUMMER JOB NOW!! 

Earn from $3000-$5000. Free gas Program. P.T. 
now available all majors Call screening 
operator. 
Dealer's Co-op 769-0740 
do you have for keeping up to 
date, weekly, with your alma 
mater. The Archway will keep 
you faithfully informed on 
events that are happening now, 
THE

ARCHWAY 
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PR for SAM. Good Luck in the nextye••ndlknowyou ·" 
do • good job. Cr.ig SI.ery. JellyBean. Sazv, W••••I: Don 't forgel Reete 
Real binhd.y is coming I Cookie 
"' Wh.t ere you thinking" 
. . Ka,thy-J love your bodyJ M.C. 
lort-We've been throug h a lot tog.th.r .nd I ha..... 
feeling there Will b. more ne.t y.. r -.apec~lty .s Chr ilti -Aloh.1 M 
roomm.,es-Donna 
When's the IHt lime you It. who" beg of MaM's? 
Debbl. : Thinks for baing. gr.at roommate .nd puning 
up with m• . Be h.ppy nllCt ye.r w ith Will, Oonne Th.nks Roomi., h 's been a gr.et ye.r. We mllde it 
through one year-two more to gol Love. MM 
H.ney. Pit . Robin -Bobbin, Alice. Pam, Be,h-You',e 
Greet' Toni Phil Kern-How come you didn't win fr.hm.n 5en81or1 
Chtp-Dtd you do .ny poUin.ting1 	 Archway 
Deni..-belt of luck. I'll mi.. Y'. Love, Ted. 
Sk••t.r·How', Pokey doing? 	 Dorm B/ 3rd floor· You girls sure throw excellent 
peni• . Do it up ag.in r..' lOOn. K.01 T. 
JedU., Trilh, Ch.ryl. Stuffy. Ch,is. Pem. Fr.n, RoM, 
.nd D.rl.ne·You girl. are .u dynamita-Linle M.n Jan. with. " J ", Th. Divine Mi.. M. Janet-Wtwtever 
you're called. you 're gr••n Thanks fOf your help and 
Budm striklS egain III friendship. You ' ll be miMed. Ted 
Sibb... you girt, .r. No. 1 in my book·-8udlO 	 Chow- h. wa. gr.et meellng you thi' year. As for your 
room~. the"a .nother ,toty' Tarri 
_ ...... ChINo. 1 
BACK OfFI 

NeM when .nt you going 'or the B.re ..-? 

Stat. Thanu for the u.. of th. clmera. ' know Ican be a 
Chip when will the flowerl bloom1 pain in tna .., ,ometime.I-SocU) 
Chip did her 2 yelr old ,i...r welt. you up or . ... ., 	 RC .. MT 7/ 7/ 19110 
h 
Bryanl 
COn~'A 
S'uckn1 

Nf'wspapt'r 

even after you're gonel 

Leaving Bryant is a big stPp. alumni. but also for parents, will soon know...The Archway 
For many. Bryant ha.s meant friends. local businesses and is what's happening at Bryant. 
years of good times and fond many other groups that have an 
memories with close friends interest in Bryant College For a yearly subscription to 
and a period in your life you because they know what you The Archway, please fill out the 
wish not soon to forget . What coupon below. 
better way than The Archway -------------------~-------
with regular features like· The Please put my name on your mailing list . Enclosed is a check or 
Organizations, The Entertain­ money order for $5.00 made payable to THE ARCHWAY. To 
insure getting in on the first issue. I have mailed this no later thanment, The Calendar, The 
August 17, 198'0.Sports, The Senate, From The 
Editor's Desk, The Opinions Name .. ...... .... .....
plus many other interesting 
features all written by the Address . 
Bryant students about YOUR 
City . 	 .... . State _.. .... .. . ... Zip
school. The Archway is a 
source of information not only 
THE ARCHWAY PO Box 37. Bryant .Collige Smithfield RI 02917for the Bryant students and 
• • t .. 
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••••• Bryant Baseball-High Hopes 
By Bob Todaro Even if they fail to succeed in lhl!i r 
Messangers Fall 
In Sectionals 
By David Cooley minated by Bates University 18-13 10 
Of The Archway Staff a lackluster performance. I don't 
know who the leading scorers were 
After starting on a winning note, because I lost the stats. I'm not even 
the Ultimate Messangers of Bryant sure if the score is right. Anyway, 
Co llege dropped two games and Lou Cullen, Brian Cowley, and Sean 
were eliminated from the New O'Connor played well despite the 
England Ultimate Frisbee Sec­ loss. 
tiona ls. The Messangers romped The Messangers Spring record 
Fitchburg State 20-3 in their first now falls to 8-3 and on the year the 
game. Tony Richards was the team is 14-4. By the time this issue of 
dominant factor with four goals and the Archway comes out the Rhode 
three assists while the team coasted Island Champs will have played 
after leading 11-0 early in the their nemesis Worcester Polytech. 
contest. Next year, the team will only lose 
A tenacio us Harvard team quick­ four seniors, as Chris Haviland, 
ly da mpened Bryant's hopes as the Rick Klipp, Dave Weinberg, and 
Messangers lost 15-7. In one of their Shelly Krasner wrap up their fine 
poorest offensive outputs of the Messanger careers. The entire start­
year, Tony Galaurdi and Joe Cahill ing line-up will be back and looking 
each had three points to lead the for another fine season of ultimate 
scoring. The Messangers were eli- frisbee. 
ATHLETIC 
SHORTS 
By David Cooley 

Of The Archway Staff 

David Scott, 26, has to be 
considered a candidate as the 
Wo rld's G reatest Athlete when he 
to k fi t place in the Endurance 
Tria.thlon in Ha waii. Scott. a 
swimming coach at the University of 
Ca lifornia-Davis, swam a 2.4 mile 
cour e in the Pacific in 51 minutes, 
rode a bicycle 112 miles around the 
island of Oahu in less than six hours 
and ran a 26 mile marathon in 3 
hours 30 minutes. Without stopping 
for rest, he drank fruit juices along 
the way to avoid dehydration and 
finished the torture test in nine hours 
and twenty-four minutes.. . As ex­
pected, Bill Rodgers won the Boston 
Marathon again.. .1 feel that the 
baseball strike should be settled by 
May 22 deadline set by the players. 
The big hangup remains the owner's 
proposa l which would require 
heavier compensation for "quality" 
free agents. Now the free agent's old 
club is compensated with an ama­
teu r draft choice. In addition, the 
owners want the signing club to yield 
a player who's not on a protected list 
of 15. Baseball's club owners fear a · 
strike more than the players do as it 
was their fault for the insane salaries 
of today. You can be sure they won't 
lose out in the long run though; we 
the fans will just have to pay $3 .00 
for a hot dog at the ballpark ... Here's 
a good one for you... Dave Kingman 
says sportswritcrs are over paid! 
Baseball writers who perform with 
·the consistency that Kingman has 
shown over the years usually wind 
up covering bridge tournaments... 
The Edmonton Oilers have a $5 
million L10yds of London policy on 
the life of Wayne Gretsky, their 
superstar 19-year center. .. The Phila­
delphia Enquirer's Three Point 
Longshot award for the NBA season 
went to Connecticut's own Calvin 
M urphy who was one for twenty five 
in three point shots this year. . .The 
city of De troit is bummed out about 
the fari ngs of their sports teams 
lately a nd some clever entrepreneur 
has. formed D .E.A.D . Sports Inc.-­
Detroiters Enraged at Dead Sports, 
Notice of Recall 
All gym locker kcy ' must . be 
returned by Mav 16 or \Iour five 
dollar dep~sit wiil be forl~ltcd . 
Inc. The D .E.A.D. army is issuing 
membership cards and distributing 
bumper stickers, T-shirts, records, 
and towels' in hope that the Red 
Wings, Tigers, Lions, and Pistons 
will begin winning again. They may 
have a long wal t. .. Superilake Bill 
Lee cruised into the Expo clubhouse 
with his hair in Bo Derek braids 
done by his wife. I wonder if he 
would do that in Boston... Well 
maybe he would ... The richest 17­
year-old in the world has to be tennis 
star Tracy Austin. As of April II she 
had won a mere $3oo,000 ... Bill 
Walton played in only 14 games for 
the San Diego Clippers this season, 
meaning he earned an average of 
$71,000 a game... Crazy MlJTk "the 
Bird" Fidrych has been getting 
shelled in the minors and is having 
trouble throwing strikes . He may 
end up back at that gas station where 
he was working five years ago...The 
Mets drew only about 2,500 fans at a 
game at Shea the other day. What is 
the management going to do when 
the Mets are 45 games out of first 
place? .. Though I'm not a Cehics 
fan, it seems hard to believe that 
Larry Bird did not make either of the 
first two all-star teams in "The 
Sports News." He played in all 82 
games averaging 21.3 points and 
10.4 rebounds, all of which arc 
among league leaders. A somewhat 
of a consolation, Bird was pamed 
Rookie of the Year over "Magic" 
Johnson by TSN ... By the way, "The 
Sporting News" first tea m all-stars 
were Julius Erving, Dan Round­
field, Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, 
George Gervin, and Gus Williams ... 
The Hartford Whalers finished their 
season at 27-34-19, tops among the 
expansion teams, and should do 
even better next year. . .In a sad 
sports note, Cliff Schncdar, 24, who 
had qualified in the pole vault for the 
Olympic tria ls, died in San Diego 
April 4, three days after being 
injured in a freak accident during a 
practice session. Schnedar struck his 
head on a concrete slab at the edge of 
a vaulting pit when the foam rubber 
slipped. In his qualifying vault he 
. had crossed the bar at 17 feet 3 
inches ... Docs it seem as though it 
has been five years since Carlton 
Fisk hit thut home run in the sixth 
game of the Wor ld Series ... Congra­
tulations to " Easy Action" who won 
the Superteams Competition for the 
second straight year... Have a Good 
summer All... 
Dniver'sity bya 
Why the Olympics? 

quest for the goal, they can be proud 
of the fact that they've already 
brou$ht respectability to Bryant 
Baseball. 
Due to the fact that this is the last 
Archway, on behalf of The Archway 
staff and the Bryant Baseball Team, 
I would like to thank Seniors Kevin 
Harrison, Doug Cobb, Brian R od­
den, Paul Sangeloty, and Doug 
Lucia for their utmost devotion and 
strong dedication to the basebll;lI 
program. We wish you luck in all 
future endeavors. 
REMAINING SCHEDULE: 
Today vs. Bentley (H) 

May 8 vs. Worcester (A) 

May 10 vs. Quinnipiac (2) (A) 

May II vs. BridewaterSt. (2)(H) 

Support the Indians Today a rid 
Sunday!!!!! 
I he 1980 Bryant College Baseball 
Team, presently with an 8-12 record , 
has a chance to become the first 
Bryant Baseball team to finish with a 
oe'tter than .500 record, if they can 
win their remaining six games. This 
might seem a bit unrealistic going by 
past history, but this year's team has 
proven they can win ball games. The 
Indians have come on strong in their 
last 9 outings,winning5 ofthem.Two 
wc;eks ago, the team started to get 
rolling as they defeated top rated 
Springfield College by a score of7-6. 
Senior Brian Rodden and Junior 
Donny Connors pitched superbly as 
Paul Mangano led the hitters with a 
double and a homerun. The follow­
ing day, Seniors Dave Lucia (3 hits) 
and Paul Sangeloty (winning pitch­
er), paced the Indians pat Suffolis 
University, 6-2. Gene Rosadino 
also provided tremendous intimi­
dation. The Indians next win came 
Sports Commentar~ 
score of 5-4 with Donny Conners 
picking up the victory. 
The Indians entered their last 
week of play with eight games left 
and a lot to prove. It seems they're 
ready. This past Sunday, the Indians 
took a double-header for Roger 
Williams College by scores of 4-1,8­
3. Dave Pellerin and Senior Doug 
Cobb provided the hitting while 
Paul Sangeloty and Mike Walsh 
picked up a victory on the mound. 
The was their first double-header 
sweep in four years. So with six 
games left, the Indians have a shot at 
being better than a .500 ball club. 
By Bob Daigle 
Of The Archway Staff 
Why should we use the Olympic 
games as a political playground and 
deny the Olympic team a chance to 
compete? It seems the rationelle 
behind President Carter's decision is 
in reference to the Russian's 
invasion of Afghanastan. He has 
stated t,hat Russia has no right to 
invade another country, and that the 
United States has no choice but to 
boycott the games. 
I suggest we take a look at this 
from another point of view, the 
thlet themselves. Consider the 
implications of dedicating one's 
entire life to a goal, and in an instant 
having all your efforts swept away. 
At the very least, this must be 
extremely confusing to the Olympic 
athlete. 
How could a country so 
concerned with fairness and 
democracy attempt to spoil an event 
based upon just these principles . political tool, with the athletes 
The Oly,!!pics were made to unify being used as pawns. 
the world, and were traditionally a . Let us look to the long term, when 
time of international tranquility. I the games are finished. The 1980 
say this in the past tense purposely as Olympic Games will be remembered 
the games have turned into a Cant. to p. A 16, col 3 
Baseball Quiz 
By Pete Baughman 

Of The Archway Staff 

I. He hit more home runs than anv 
other designated hitters in the 
American League last year with 29. 
Name him. 
2. Who was the first player to ever 
hit a,home run as a DH 10 1973. 
3. Which D H had the highest batting 
average in 1973? 
4. Name each of the following teams 
DH during the '73 season. 
a. Boston Red Sox 
b. Oakland A's 
c. Cal. Angels 
d. N. Y. Rangers 
e. Texas Rangers 
5. Name the fi rst pitcher to get a base 
hit in the American League. 
Sports Quiz answers 
on page AI6 
GOOD NEWS FOR YOUI 
S.M.P. - THAT STANDS FOR THE 
RHODE ISLAND ARMY NATIONAL 
GUARD'S NEW SIMULTANEOUS 
MEMBERSHIP PROGRAM. 
EARN A COMMISSION AS WELL AS A 
DEGREE ..... BE A MEMBER OF 
ROTC AND THE ARMY NATIONAL 
GUARD AT THE. SAME TIME ..... 
EARN $2,300 A YEAR WHILE IN ..,. 
TRAINING ..... . 
. ­jNATIONAL 
.. 'GUARDI 
The Guard belongs. 
CALL NOW 277-3552 
FOR MORE IMFORMATION 
UTHE PRIDE OF THE OCEAN STA TE" 
Pasle A16 	 THE ARCHWAY May 7. 1980 

Offlcct ot th. Reghcur Sprinl 1980 
CtrlHlNATION PERIOD: May 8 - Hay 15 
HO.JU NC SESSION: 8:00 •. m. to 10:)0 • . 111. SHORTllAND ClASSES, OE225/226 8 , 00 10 , 30 •. m. 
AFTERNOON SESSION: 1 : 00 p.M, to 3 : 30 p.m . OE1l2l122/124 11·12,30 p.m . 
KAY 8 THURSDAY 8 : 00 a.m. (10 T TH 9W) HAY 8 THURSDAY 1:00 p . m. (8 H W F) 
nOM 251.5 25518 25728 25954 25001 25155 25451 25661 25802 
2 5028 25255 25542 25739 25026 25257 25461 25689 25806 
2S029 25260 25548 25752 25039 25262 25539 25709 25849 
250)7 25306 25588 25767 25072 25305 25606 25730 25904 
25080 25323 25610 25785 25074 25321 25615 25141 25905 
2513 ) 25366 25641 25786 25095 25406 25642 25742 25907 
2S 1l~ 25457 25643 ~939 25135 25441 25656 25744 25947 
11AY ':) FRIDAY 8 : 00 • . ,.,. ( 9 H 8 T TH ) HAY 9 FRIDAY 1 : 00 p . W! . (111'1 W r) 
2 ~02 1 25271 25554 25748 25075 25214 25459 25626 2572 6 
25018 25))'.. 25571 25789 25078 25258 25460 2566~ 25740 
l) 7 1 2534 2 25611 15933 25081 25264 25536 25671 25762 
1 ~ IOl 2544 2 25669 25946 25106 25295 25538 25696 25768 
2 5 1 1 S ~ ,) 44J 25671 25134 25302 25562 25715 25810 
25H 7 U 456 25717 2514) 25333 25569 2571. 25858 
15173 US09 25722 25162 25354 25607 25120 25926 
"lAY 12 HUNnAY 1': 00 a.m . (10 M W Fl MAY 12 MONDAY 1,00 p .... (12 H W F) 
2"'~1 Z5 138 25355 25676 25159 25008 25141 25304 25473 25719 
25016 25144 25418 25683 25766 250)4 25148 25317 25545 25733 
25068 25227 25454 25690 25801 25073 25216 25358 25617 25756 
25071 25256 25553 25697 25925 25087 25265 25410 25632 25760 
25108 25261 2557~ 25111 25948 25099 25266 25449 256)8 25781 
1 5111 25300 15611 25714 25107 25269 254\0 25646 25782 
21 112 25314 25672 . 25749 25139 25293 25458 25718 25799 
MAT 14 \l1!I)If ESllAY 8 ,'00 a.m . (I MilT TH) 
2502 5 	 25109 25296 25614 25738 
Z'I030 	 25140 25453 25622 2~783 
:!.S035 	 25142 254.1 25645 25784 
2504 6 	 25147 25510 25668 25859 
/SO51, 	 25159 25546 25710 25917 
25056 	 2525' 25508 25725 25945 
HO.4 	 252\9 25586 2\727 7'9'1 
25979 
)OAY 15 Tl\ lIR SDAY 8 ,00 .... . (9 T TH F) 
tS04U 	 2521 8 25463 2574) 25941 
25012 	 2~268 25541 25808 25?91 
5055 2 ~ 275 2S555 25843 
H 13 7 2527~ 25648 25844 
2115) 2H IO 25095 25898 
251H ISJ SO 25123 25920 
25197 HJ62 25731 25918 
FEATURING: 
• Grinders 
• Cheeses 
KAY IJ TUESI»Y R .... DINC PERIOD KAY 13 TUESDAY 1,00 p ... . ( 2 " W F) 
25032 25185 25312 25472 ' 25737 
25058 25221 25315 25585 25745 
25083 25263 2~329 25635 25757 
25088 2\276 25370 25637 25797 
25090 25294 25386 25655 25850 
25098 25301 25416 25712 25857 
25130 25303 25436 25729 25891 
XlY 14 WEDNESDAY I~OO p . m. (2 T TH I w) 
250)) 25271 25382 25666 25854 
25042 	 25274 25455 25711 25864 
25059 	 25291 25514 25724 25892 
2513) 	 25311 25556 25732 25929 
25154 	 25320 25512 25735 2S934 
25176 	 25322 25608 25746 25951 
25180 	 25351 25639 25763 25985 
HAY 15 THlIRSDAY 1, 00 p.m . (I T TH f) 
25031 25158 25452 25734 25928 
25041 25170 25478 25741 25950 
25053 25171 25543 25753 25963 
2SO'2 15267 25561 25846 25968 
25<>2 25292 25609 25855 
2~146 25313 25660 25863 
25156 2'5)45 25721 25899 
• Party Platters 
• Convenience Foods 
• Hot Coffee 
• A Variety of Salads 
__ .. Wt·· Sj3i ...·j$?** IIII ! i i -- ~nlY 
Located at 
WEDGEWOOD PLAZA 
Jet. 	Douglas Pike and Twin River Rd. 
Smithfield 232-1 530 
HOURS: 
Monday 9am to 6pm. Tuesday thur Friday 
9am to Spm. Saturdays and Sundays 9am to 6pm. 
DOUGLAS 
CLEANERS 
Complete cleaning, including 
Suede, Leather and Sportswear 
Also offering alteration services 
New blouses and dresses for sale 
Weekdays 8:005:30 Saturdays 9:005:00 
-
Located at 
WEDGEWOODPLAZA 
Approximately 2 miles south of BRYANT on 
Douglas Pike (route 7)-Near Twin River Road 
25953 
25956 
25996 
25856 
25918 
25927 
25995 
25894 
25919 
25940 
25958 
25621 
Olympics 

Cont. from p. A 15, col 5 
for the United States' absence, not 
for Russia's invasion of 
Afghanastan. In fact the United 
States can only lose by boycotting 
the Olympics. First they will be 
internationally viewed as the 
antagonist in the boycott. and will 
take much of the blame iJ the games 
prove less than successful. 
Secondly, domestic problems will 
occur. Already a group of United 
States athletes are sueing the U.S. 
Government for prOhibiting them 
from the competition. Undoubtedly 
situations like this will be more and 
more common as the Games draw 
near. 
In conclusion, I feel that President 
Carter made a poor decision in 
boycotting the 1980 Olympic 
Games. However, the decision has 
been made. and we have no choice 
but to abide. The purpose of this 
editorial is not to cause further 
controversy. Rather, the purpose is 
to state the cause of the controversy 
which already exists, and to offer 
one opinion concerning it. 
Quiz 
Answers 
I. Willie Horton, Seattle Mariners 
2. Tony Oliva, Minn. Twins 
3. Tommy Davis, BaIt. Orioles, .306 
,4. a. Deron Johnson 
b. Frank Robinson 
c. Jim Ray Hart 
d. Jim Ray Hart 
e. Alex Johnson 
5. Fergie Jenkens, Texas Ranger 
-1975 
#1 in the u.s.A. 

':~ \~' 
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232-2222 

Auto Body Works 

Guaranteed American & Foreign Service 

Complete Car Care. 

100% Guaranteed Used Autos 

Take Rt. 7 to 116 and 10 left. Beside TImberlands Restaurant. 
. 
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Kenny PODtrelli, Mike Cardello, David Pacia, and Charlie Stanley: 
"The Doodles, A-8, the girls from APK and foosball!" 
Meg McKenna: "My friends-not 
my job!" 
Debi Messina and Marcia Vaccaro: "Greek nights, snake-bite parties, 
the couch and APK." 
This week's question 
(asked of Seniors): What 
will you miss most about 
Bryant? 
Christi Gronroos: "I'm going to 
miss the closeness between friends 
and P. J . specials." 
Donna Phillips: "The partying and 
my friends." . 
Ed Avarista: "My friends. Coming 
.to Bryant I've met a lot of nice 
people and saying goodbye is really 
going to be difficult." 
Our new 
Mee Hong Chen: "The sunsets, 
playing pinball at the CC, .Iate night 
rap sessions, and most of all-my 
good friends. Heidi Rivard: "Being on Cloud Nine." 
Greg Kasbarian: "The partying and 
~arlic hread." 
Lisa Healey: uTes, but I won't miss 
steno!" 
May 7. 1980 
the 
inquiring
photographer 
Photos by Maria Romero 
Interviews by Elly Pappas 
Debbie Szczoczarz: "K-C Cone­
head . 
THE ARCHWAY 
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John Biesak: "I'm going to miss my 
good friends Jerry and Pete, and 
Lisa Meyer, Pat and friendship." 
..----~--------~ 
Chris Bielawski, Phil Frey, Janice Claus, Doug Smith: "Sex and drugs 
and rock-n-rolI, and the Dean's List!" 
Don McClain 
Graduation, is it really here? It's hard to 
believe sometimes that four years have gone 
bf. . So~etimes it isn't? There were many 
times I thought graduation would never 
come. I'm still wonderning. Only final 
exams will tell! 
Bryant College sure has given me some 
great times to reflect upon. Some, I'll try to 
forget and some I try to remember but can't 
for one reason-or another. . 
Looking back all r can see is a montage of 
events happening all around me. I do 
remember one important thing thought, and 
I'm sure Seniors feel the same way. The good 
and bad times were always shared with 
friends . 
Let's take a quick ·summary of what 
happened to us and our friends these past 
(our years ... 
The parties, fighting the lines at dinner, 
the Pub and the CC, laughing endlessly. 
Digging out of the Blizzard of '78. Pigging 
out on Tony's Pizza and Subs from the Cc. 
Remember Saga and how it kept Alka 
Selzter and Haley's MO in business. 
Remember all those wonderful teachers, 
their great teaching methods, and their even 
greater marking systems. Wine and Cheese 
nights, the closest thing to culture any 
student would admit to. Very crowded 
mixers in the Pub. Halloween, when we 
found out Bryant students had an 
imagination. If that's what you call it. 
Taking classes together, you go today and 
~ '11 go Wednesday. Cheating on a test, tsk, 
tsk! 
Remember Harry Chapin, Grease, David 
Frost, Poussette-Dart, Pure Prairie League 
and four unforgettable Spring Weekends. 
Octoberfest canceled due to rain . Greek 
Weekends, bathing suits, and formals. P J's 
in the Pub and Jazz in the Rotunda. Sunning 
around the pond and skating in the winter. 
Remember the wind? How many times have 
you been blown away? Hello to the Student 
Center, Goodbye to eight Vice Presidents 
and a hockey team. Tuition up one year, 
Room and Board the next. Hang the 
Khomeini, Energy Conservation, Inflation, 
and Recession. Big News. April I headlines 
in The Archway. 
Pledging-line up and GOOD 
MORNING MS. SO AND SO! Hawaiian 
Weekend? What next - a weekend for 
Invalids? Time for a Packy run. All that 
beer? The Big City-Smithfield. Spring 
Break-Florida here we come. Fridays­
The Archway and happy hours-3: 15­
Intramurals. Brycol House under attack! By 
who? Administration . Faculty and 
Maintenance on Strike! NO! Quite hourse, 
RA's and loud stereos. Time for a fire drill­
4 o'clock in the morning? The 8 o'clock 
traffic jam. Parking-the one time in your 
life you wish you were handicapped. Sitting 
in the Rotunda wasting time. He's in the 
library, Are you kidding! 
Well, that is just part of it. I hope it 
brought back some good memories. Just 
add Graduation to the end of the list and it 
will be complete. Best ofluck to you all in the 
future and may Bryant always remain a 
happy memory. 
Dorm 6, 413 was my home for close to 
three years; a place where I grew up and 
learned about myself and about other 
people. Bryant College, so full of memories! 
Beer and pizza night, Mass in the Rotunda, 
stolen walks through the blaze of autumn 
foliage . 
All thos~ countless, hapless hours spent in 
in The Archway, the strong camaraderie felt 
as the- clock crept toward one in the 
morning. Where else but at Bryant can you 
tune into the very best progressive music, 
courtesy of W J M F (as well as the max in 
intellectual stimulation, via "Faculty 
Focus"). 
Bryant College-Lines at the Comfort , 
dancing at the mixers, hitting all the frat 
parties on Saturday night. Such is educa­
tion! 
Bryant College-immediately I think of 
people. Here I had the chance to meet 
super, always-with-me friends-Patti , 
Mikie, Candy. Y'all are in my heart. 
When I left here in January and moved to 
the big D-DALLAS,JEXAS, I left a place 
where I was secure in myself; I knew my own 
worth and ·was confident in my surround­
ings. What I didn't know was that I could 
take this self-confidence with me, as well as a 
sense of diplomacy, and the perseverance to 
go for what I want and get it. 
The people made my college years a 
rainbow experience. Thanks to Bryant, I'll 
keep on searching out the rainbows. 
Nancy Delis 
I came to college to get an education, and 
boy, what an education! I got more out of 
Bryant than I ever expected. I must admit,it 
was real rough my freshman year. The rate 
of triples was high and of course I ended up 
in one. After many discussions with my 
friend Mr. Barlow and five rooms falling 
thru, I was eventually forced to move to the 
townhouses. Three and a half years in A- 6, 
three of which in a single; Peter, I can't 
complain. They've been the best years of my 
life so far . 
The first year at Bryant I spent soaking up 
the whole concept of college. You know ­
classes, the Country Comfort, frat parties, 
the Pub, pledging and a lot of new friends. 
Most of my friends have graduated and I 
miss them all. 
Sophomore year Dennis O'Connell 
taught me all I needed to know about 
student organizations, and more. For a 
business college there sure is an awful lot of 
apathy in you Bryant students . I can't 
understand it, you can learn so much just by 
getting involved. Like endurance by getting 
four to zero hours of sleep days on end. 
Patience by staying in The Archway ' till 5 or 
6 a.m. until the paper's done. How to work · 
with people by cleaning the Country 
Comfort inside out, upside down and 
sideways for 12 hours straight. How to stand 
up for what you believe in when everyone 
says you"te wrong. To learn to respect others 
for what they are, even if you don't believe in 
what they stand for. To be calm and 
objective when you've got a dozen problems 
thrown at you at once. To stop and enjoy the 
things you like to do by doing a four hour 
radio show during summersession, even if 
no one's listening. 
I have been a DJ at WJMF; Advertising 
Manager for The Archway (no JW, I don't 
want to come back and do it again, a month 
was long enough); a member of SPB; Board 
of Director, Vice-President and President of 
Brycol. Not every moment was fun but it 
sure was worth it. I have only one regret and 
that's that I wish I had more time to spend 
with my friends. 
Well, now it's time to go into the real 
world. College was great but I'm ready to go 
on and meet the challenges out there. 
I can't thank my parents enough for giving 
me the opportunity to come to Bryant and 
letting me grow in my own way. Mom and 
Dad - THANK YOU - I've never 
appreciated anything so much. 
Darleen Brown 
Before coming to Bryant, I heard rumors 
about . there being a Country Club in 
Smithfield with members ranging 17-' 22 
years in age. Since then I've decided that it is 
a Mental Ward for college students. The 
craziest parts are The Archway office (which 
I entered during my junior y~r) and the 
Greeks (whoever subjects themselves to 
pledging must be crazy). 
I've seen students pull all-nighters, having 
chugging contests; "volunteer" for a swim in 
the pond; climb cranes and bell towers; 
"sing" in the Rotunda at noon on Fridays; 
and join in the Frank Wonggroup(whowas 
Frank Wong?! I ·won't tell). One locked 
himself in a cupboard and threatened,to stay ' 
there until the U.S. bombed Iran (don't 
worry, he decided to come out). Worst of all 
wer those who "wante " 8 0 ' lock classes 
while preregistering. 
I've seen all sorts of practica l jokes; the 
latest was the day Mr. Provost was "shot" by 
three "irate" stocking-faced students. 
(Don't try it, I heard a rumor about being 
expelled.) 
I've had teachers put me to sleep 
(Remember, for one, Mr. Howard who 
"taught" Economics) and put me in stitches 
(thanks, Mr. Keeley). Classes are not where 
most students spend their time. . 
Partying has been (and probably always 
will be) the number one past-time at Bryant. 
(Though the new drinking age is going to try 
to deter it). Remembering mixers in the 
Rotunda brings back fond memories of 
getting showered with beer. The Pub was an 
improvement, but I still wonder why they 
didn't build a bigger one. The Country 
Comfort has been the site of many a wild 
night. (My thanks go to whoever came up 
with the ideas of a free pitcher on birthdays 
and to the inventors of Cardinal Puff and 
Quarters.) 
No one could make it through four years 
at Bryant without reading the personals. As 
a member of The Archway staff, I've 
understood more of them than most people 
do, like why "Everyday is Candy's birthday" 
and why anyone would ask "When did you 
lose your virginity." 
All of my friends summarize Bryant in 
three words: "Sex, Drugs, & Rock 'n Roll." I 
think it fits beautifully if you keep in mind 
one additional word , friendship . Unless 
someone is a real Nerd I don't think he could 
earn a degree here without making friends . 
I'd like to thank my friends who helped me 
throught the classes at Bryant College, and 
with whom I've enjoyed the Country Club's 
(Mental Ward) "Sex, Drugs, & Rock 'n 
Roll." 
Life 
With Birth 
We become one 
Surrounded by Love 
. Enguljed with fun 
With time 
We found each other 

All 'of us sisters 

All of us brothers 

With the end 
We say goodbye 

The dreams Fulfilled 

The hearts will cry 

Call it death? 
We will never die 

All our love 

Can't say goodbye 

Thank you my friends 

We were so beautiful 

As life.. . itselj! 
Paul Anthony Rocheleau 
. Sharon l. McGarry 
It just doesn't seem possible that four 
years have swept by, but I know they have 
been the most excitin2 vears of mv life. 
Luckily, when I was a freshman, I met 
someone who really showed me the ropes at 
Bryant-Cathy Barry. To me she made half 
my life at Bryant. I was known as the 
resident commuter thanks to Cathy, Lizzy 
and Cheryl. 
But Cathy was something else. I was so 
overwhelmed how this girl knew so many 
people in the school. I swear she knew 
everybody. Cathy and I were cheerleaders 
together, ate together, and believe it or not 
we cried when Winter-Session came and she 
·had to gohome for a month! 
. From there so many thing happen-too 
numerous to mention. 
My greatest involvement, though, was the 
Senate. I just knew I wanted to be Pres.ident. 
Four years I was elected to the Semite and I 
want to thank everyone for their support. 
I cannot explain how much I enjoyed that 
position of president. My first meeting was 
the big ring controversy, the next meeting I 
missed because of the Miss USA pageant, it 
was great to get back to Bryant after those 
2Y2 weeks. 
May 1. 980 

Olher e ents included the Brycol House, 
the maintenance st rike, mIxers, student 
problems and so many other things. I just 
loved helping in any way I could to better 
student life at Bryant. 
The other student I greatly admire at 
Bryant . is Austin Healy . My nrst 
conveJ;Sation with him was "Why don't you 
run for Senate." He did and was finally 
president. 
There were so many other memories at 
Bryant. It was so different being a commuter 
and $0 many people thought I lived on 
campus. 
I think what I will miss most, however, are 
my teachers and the people who run the 
college (administration). I have learned so 
much from them. They have been such close 
friends either by working on a committee 
together or by helping me write a letter! 
(M.L.) 
Dr. O'Hara, Jackie Low, Peter Barlow 
and Gerri Hura are really four people I want 
to thank. There wen~ many things that I 
did with each of these individuals. I 'learned, 
organization, leadership, tactfulness and 
self-confidence from them and I will never 
forget that. 
My parents have also played an important 
part in my Bryant life. They were always. 
there when things seemed to be down. 
We have all been together for so long; and 
now we will all go our seperate ways maybe 
never to see each other again. But I want to 
say thank you to all my friends ( including 
Scott Pinette ), during my four years here 
because it was all of you who made my stay 
at Bryant so meaningful! 
Lynne Marie Sears 
There has, of course, been those rough 
times, or so I thought they were .. . then. Five 
tests in two days; long, cold nights spent with 
a book and a bottomless mug ofcoffee; a 20­
page term paper in which you could only 
find, maybe four pages of information and 
so, the rest had to be supplemented by your 
"creative thinking ability;" the cramming, 
the sweating, and the waiting for so many 
things-God should make us Saints because 
Bryant has certainly taught us the virtue of 
patience! Anyway, one would think that one 
semester of trials and tribulations would 
change our habits, but still we continue to 
cram, sweat and stru~le-not to mention­
wait for results and promises of that $50,000 
a year Executive position which realistically 
isn't within our grasp. 
Yet with all that has been tackled , 
wrestled and conquered, the good times are 
the prevalent ones which I remember. A 
multitude of mini-episodes that have been 
experienced by and with many friends, some 
whom are still here and others, who have 
either graduated or have gone out into the 
world in search of enlightenment and 
happiness to fill the void in their lives. It has 
been my friends which have helped me 
smooth out the rough spots and who have 
been with me to share both the victories and 
losses. Each of them is unique in personality 
and quality. They have proved their loyalty 
so many times and in so many ways, by 
extending a concerned hand when the time 
arose. They were there to listen when all 
seemed to be heading in a bad way and they 
were the first to say, "I told you so," when 
my luck picked up. 
Because of them, I have been able to enjoy 
my four years at Bryant. Our experiences 
together have been like a Kaleidoscope . 
We've laughed and cried, comforted and 
teased each other. We've been through every 
possible emotional trauma know to ~xist. 
'We've argued and disagreed, reconciled and 
conceded; and still, the bonds of friendship 
held us 'together. We've been each other's 
confidante, inspirator, comrade and morale 
booster. Through it all we've developed into 
the individuals that we are. We've matured· 
in some respects and have regressed in 
others. We've experienced heartache and 
hurt and on those rare occasions, we've been 
touched by the tenderness of love, that truly 
comes with only one special somebody. To 
each other, we seek the quality that is if'! our 
friends and we recognize it.in in someone we 
love. Collectively, we are on a journey; we 
are on a quest to find out about ourselves 
and to find a partner to spent our lives with; 
to share the triumphs and the pains of life; to 
keep us company when loneliness and old 
age set in; to give our love to another and to 
receive only happiness in return ... 
I can only end this by wishing my friends , 
all of them who have touched my life with 
their thoughtfulness, their kindness and 
consideration, their convern, and their love, . 
happiness for their future, a life of good 
health, and a love that is given and received 
freely, ' but most importantly, an inner 
contentment with themselves. 
Ma~ 7. 1980 
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Bruce B. Beck r 
Well, let's see, my reflections on Bryant 
College and my time here, the letter said. 
That should . be easy enough .... But, when 
you stop to think of al1 the experiences and 
good (and bad) times I've been entitled to 
share with my fellow students, the question 
becomes much harder. 
All of us in the past few weeks have been 
thinking of all things we will be doing for the 
last time in our college career (the last night 
of couch duty, the last time the Saga menu 
consists of liver, Chinese Pepper Steak, and 
4-day old pizza, the last exam which you 
studied a whole ten minutes for, etc.) It 
makes me think back to the time, almost 
four years ago, when we were new freshmen. 
The first time we ever ... 
-- Tr;;-~ember my first day at Bryant as being 
. somewhat unique. Parents and a new breed 
of students wandering around campus. 
Some parents crying over the loss of Susie of 
Johnny, while others seemed to be elated 
over the loss of their supposed loved ones. 
The first time I met my roommate I 
wondered if we could co-exist in such a small 
space together. Ah yes, the wonderful room, 
which in my case I was to have for the next 
three years. Just remember those lovely 
winter nights with the windows wide open. 
People from all over the world, well at least 
from Connecticut, and my roommate was 
from Providence! I remember that first night 
together when we found out just how much 
beer ten dol1ars would buy in those days at 
the Comfort, and how you felt the next 
morning! After only three of you had drank 
It. 
Think back, remember the first mixer for 
us freshmen. The Rotunda looked nothing 
like my high school gym. Instead of old 
teachers wandering around looking for 
people drinking, the Bryant approach_was.to 
have a contest to see if our class could drink 
more kegs of beer than the class of the year 
before. As I remember, we didn't, but we 
gave it a damn good try! 
Remember the first relationship we had 
with a person of the opposite sex. For the 
first time, there wasn't Mom always looking 
out for our best interest and we were on our 
own. I remember my first girl friend at 
Bryant; it was just like you read about in 
books, up to the time she wanted me to go 
home to meet her parents and discuss the 
future. That really blew my mind and made 
me stop and think. 
The first class we went to was a real 
experience. No, there weren't 50D-seat 
warehouses that they call classrooms, but 
just like it was in high school. That lasted up 
to the first test when we all knew we were in 
college. That first time I studied for three 
days to get only a D+. That was a real 
eyeopener. 
. All these first experiences seem so long 
ago to us now, but they are good memories 
nevertheless. The lesson to be learned from 
all of this, as we start out into the next 
segment of our life, is that we should cherish 
the experiences that we have had as we only 
have them once. Farewell Bryant, it's been a 
great four years! 
WJMF 
THEN... 
Together as one 
The work was hard 
The times were fun 
NOW... 
You're the best 

"The Sound Alternative" 

You've passed the test. 

TOMORROW... 
rll say goodbye 
With 'JMF behind 
Part of me.. . will die. 
Paul Anthony Rochleau 
Timothy E. O'Brien 
Wide eyed and bushy tailed we came to 
this land and we were amazed. We fought to 
stay here. We fought; lonely nights without 
parents, teachers for grades, early morning 
classes with bad hangovers and pride that 
was crushed because we were not "the kill8 
pin" we were in high school. Some dropped 
out and died. some were burned but 
survived, and some finished unscarred. We 
have changed after the battle of long nights 
cramming, with teachers who did not believe 
we deserved an "A" and so much work that 
sometimes made us think we would be 
buried alive. Alas the final battle-the home 
stretch-job hunting: the road to the stars, to 
all our dreams and aspirations. 
Just wait a minute. There were some good 
times too. Look at all the people we have met 
along the way. What a mixture; some good, 
some bad, all types. There was the first 
girl/ boy you brought home at night and it 
was not home to visit Mom either. And how 
about keg beer, after hour parties and even 
the famed all nighters-cracking the last 
beers as the birds started chirping and 
someone said "let there be light" and there 
was. Remember the mixers in the Rotunda. 
Well "Let's get another mixer and go to the 
drink *&¢%!!?¢&*%".lfmixers were not for 
you there was $1 all you can drink Goobers, 
Rio Grande, Swillers & Beta and Dorm 1 to 
mention a few. 
Nobody really thought about the end or 
what happens after Bryant, out now it is 
upon us. Four years--perhaps the best of our 
lives. 1 think when it is all over we will 
remember only the good times because by 
_ far they surpass the bad. At least for me they 
. did. 
Philip M. Lucey 
Away on a hill, far from almost everything 
worth being near sits Bryant College. Up 
from the road the driveway follows a 
gracefully curving path past the rusted 
factory sign and check-point Charlie to its 
ultimate circular end where the scene is 
dominated by the cinnamon brown 
structures. A gyser rises from a pool of 
stagnant water whose spraying plume 
speaks almost phropetically a weak 
symbolism of the knowledge here to be 
gained. The Unistructure dominates the 
arrangement of buildings, impressing with, 
its cool geometric gla~smess and sweeping 
symetrical proportions. Beside the silent 
dignity of the Unistructure, the Koffler 
Center squats awkwardly, looks like the 
sour fruit of a pizza-starved designer's 
appetite. It is called a "center" yet, the 
d e.~ ignat ion is 0 pen t 0 va rio u s 
interpretations ranging from beer hall to 
barn, but certainly not as a center for 
frequent student congregation or inter­
action. In the place facing the "Center" 
stands corroding the clock tower whose 
obscure face few can truthfully claim to have 
seen, with its electronically sounded bell 
tolling an hour for a time zone not located in 
this hemisphere. And all about, nearby and 
somewhat farther away the architectual 
cubes some students call home huddle 
together and collectively form the dormitory 
village. In total, the sce.ne is. unimaginatively 
systematic, clean, perfectly, manicure- the 
place r spent four years oe my life. 
lJesplte my description, the real substance' 
of Bryant doesn't lie in the stone, steel and 
glass composing its physical structure, but in 
the concept of a college as a place of 
learning. The concept of a college as such, is 
made real by the people who are involved in 
its workings; it is they who make it breathe 
and come alive. For its survival it relies on a 
constant supply of new people, specifically, 
students who arrive each September in fresh 
droves called, aptly enough, Freshmen. 
Mercifully, my time as a freshman lasted 
only two semesters as did most everyone 
else's, although there are some people I still 
wonder about. Being a Freshman is the same 
as being a sophomore, junior or senior: you 
don't know what you're doing, only when 
you're a Freshman everybody knows it. 
From Freshman year time seems to run 
together in an uninterrupted stream of 
events. Clasess came and went, many 
without distinction. Nameless, faceless 
teachers in courses all but forgotten spewed 
forth endless amounts of information which 
had to be collected, collated, and fed back. 
Many times in this endless stream of events 
things would pile up until there seemed no 
hope of meeting obligaitons. Then nights 
were spent bent over books until the words 
on the page became incomprehensible or 
sitting in front of a typewriter typing 
frantically, obscenities following each 
'misplaced letter of a paper due the next day. 
All the while, making promises never to 
procrastinate again. In the morning, blQod­
shot eyes squinted in the usually gray 
sunlight as I walked to Saga buffeted by 
Bryant's notorious winds. To start the day 
off right after a long night of burning the 
midnight oil, Saga had quantities of a 
brackish brew no one but Saga would dlue 
call coffee. 
Much of my free time at Bryant was 
involved in workinW'almost desperately to 
reach the bottom of a bottle of beer. Such is 
The Senior's Song 
BY AUSTIN HEALY 
Dedicated 10 all Seniors, especially ·C. B., Slip, T';op, Bernie, Little 
Beau, Hackett, Hollywood, Bergy, Rudy. Rusty, Waldo, Whiner, 
Lou, and Mike 
Listen, Freshman, Sophomores, Juniors to a story that's great from a 
person that finally made it to classification eight. 
There's orientation first , parties galore, Frats, sororities, swillers, and 
Rio Grande, My only wish then was to be a sophomore, and stay in 
this fabulous Bryant Land. 
My second year at school, I had the system beat, You study, you drink, 
you find a girl, you move to a townhouse and learn how to eat. 
By Junior year you're really having fun, you're half educated, your 
face cleared up, you're ready, then someone says,"one more year and 
you're done." You look at him, smile and laugh, "I've got Freddy for 
accounting, and he told me already, with marks like mine it's summer 
session city!" 
How could you lose with your summer up here, sitting around just 
drinking those beers. Thinking of your friends slaving at home, while 
you relax, sit back and light up that bone. 
You can do what you want, you're at the head of the class, but pretty 
soon you better get off your ass. I t's real world time for all us eights get 
a job, get money, get a mate? 
But if you ask me I still want more, I think I'll go to grad school and 
major in law. You see I'm just a kid at heart, alii do well is drink a lot. 
So tell me real world when you're ready for me, and maybe by then I'll 
have my other degree. 
A '80 
the social life of my college years, untold 
hours lost in foggy altered states. of 
conciousness where things were simple and 
all was forgotten . Parties, always parties 
where I searched in earnest for the perfect 
callipygian female, but somehow managed 
to find only a painful hangover in the 
morning. Deafeningly loud music, stale keg 
beer and the suffocating crush of hot bodies 
made the countless parties tedious drudgery 
and poor mediums for meaningful social 
intercourse. Seldom, it ever did I find 
someone willing and able to discuss logical 
positivism or the real meaning of life. Good 
times were had though, memories of binges 
with good Friends, crazy drunken carousing 
I will remember with deep affection. Friends 
were always lifelines to sanity. 
To sum it all up (which would actual1y be 
impossible even in a multi-volumed account 
of the whole thing), my first thoughts are fo 
the people, the Friends who through it all 
made it real, made it bearable. Some 
friendships were only semesters long; others 
have lasted four years, aging like fine wine 
with a deep familiar flavor. Each I must 
acknowledge as contributing to who r am 
and each will always be a part of my 
memories of Bryant. 
Lori Brown 
Well it seems that I was elected (by 
friends?) to write a reflection or two upon 
my past four years. Freshman Year was 
interesting (aren't they always) .. .! had two 
triples (the first 2 girls left-one homesick, 
the other sick). The "too s~all" Student 
Center opened.. . the Bell Tower was 
erected ... the hell of Preregistration for the 
first time. Living with seven instead of 
six ... one roommate who passed out cold 
drunk and almost passed on! 
Sophomore Year. .. The Great 
Blizzard ... the break of a relationship. 
Wanting to change majors, a need to get out 
of Accounting ... by the end of the year I 
decided to stay in it, I didn't like anything 
else as much ... 
Junior Year. . .iiving with six freshmen 
(yuck); well they thought that way, too, 
about uS... a new life started for me ... a new 
Romance too! I even won the Backgammon 
Tournament ... everything looks better after 
the halfway mark ... 2nd semester my first 
and probably last Dean's List. Maintenance 
strike, no classes ... finals and one more year 
to go ... 
Senior Year ... teacher strike, school 
postponed one week ... a new roommate ... the 
same suite to the bitter end. A great 
Christmas party ... only four courses needed 
to graduate ... a couple wedding showers 
tlirown. Look for a Job... no job yet-getting 
nervous, scared too ... the last finals ... no 
more Prereg ... three weeks left ... Wed. night­
Accounting Cocktail Party; Thursday night­
Booze Cruise; Fri., Sat. , Sun.-Spring 
Weekend. But there is an Auditing test on 
Monday and Wednesday right after the Big 
Weekend. Oh well, Graduation has arrived 
and so have we. 
To all Graduates and my friends, I wish 
you well, and only the best in your future. 
Gina Fenandes 
As I look back at my college years at 
Bryant, one thing crosses my mind . I, like 
many others, I'm sure, seem to say to myself 
several times, "If I knew then what I know 
now, I would have done things differently." 
When I graduate, I think the one thing I 
will miss the most is the people and the social 
life. Part of growing up is facing up to the 
fact that we have to put our fantasy world 
(college living) behind us and deal with 
reality (the future). I can honestly say that it 
frightens me to know that my life will change 
so much within such a few short months. 
In summary, I would like to share with 
you the words of a song I wrote. 
We're all in this together. 

The future is coming our way. 

So we face the world of education 

Seeking jobs following graduation day. 

Our college days are over 

The days of happiness and sorrow 

and you know the time will come 

When we'll all have to face tomorrow. 

Donna .Dubois 
My four years at Bryant have been 
a time for developing a few special 
friendships. 
a time for broadening horizons, for personal 
growth through experimenting and 
ex periencing. 
a time of exposure to every type of person 
imaginable and a chance to learn to 
appreciate each individual for the gooo 
within that Person. 
a time to learn how to apply formal 
education to one's personal life. 
a time for learning the importance of always 
keeping an open mind to others' ideas and 
beliefs. 
a time to enjoy people, events, and some­
times even classes. 
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Michael A. Alfieri 
The college purpose ... is it to educate? 

And if it is to educate ... What is education? 

Learning facts and figures, problems and principles? 

The experience of learning ... is it limited to books? 

Life is an ongoing learning experience. 

Not approached by traditional academia. 

Bryant College .. .is it traditional? 

l.iving on campus we learn more than just facts. 

We learn to deal with each other 

And, we learn to deal with life. 

But, What is life? ... Our definition of the world 

I fear that our vision of the real world 

May be blurred by our college life experience. 

Who has the responsibility to teach responsibility? 

Who cares enough to teach each other to care? 

Where is respect for ourselves and each other taugth? 

Maybe this goes beyond the college purpose. 

But who is the one to draw the line between 

Types of knowledge to teach or not to teach? 

And who is the one to aid in becoming 

Not only well-educated, but mature other-orientated adults. 

For those of us who cannot understand 
Or cannot answer my questions 
For those of us who use a bottle to enjoy life 
But don't seem to understand the joy of living 
I pray to the Lord Jesus Christ to teach us all 
What man falls to teach man! 
Donna Racine 
How it all started, I hardly remember .. .it 
must be the drinking! How it's all ending, 
this !.remember ... 1 stiIl have n~job but I'm 
having a hell of a lot of fun. 
My first two years were nothing more 
than a bore. I was the typical "go home every 
weekend" resident. Then I joined The 
Archway where I met some very weird and 
some very special people. There were many 
good times and certainly my shiue of 
heartaches, but all in all I gained a better 
understanding of myself. I've had four years 
to sit and think about who I am and what I 
want. 
Has it been the best four years of my life? 
ctually, I've always felt that up until now 1 
h ve been preparing for li;~, which will begin 
when I graduate from school. Life to most 
people here is nothing more than a joke, 
They go through the everyday motions, and 
when things get too rough, they get drunk 
J. nd th en laugh about it. Hardly seems 
worthwhile, but somehow it means a lot 
~ nyway. , ,,' " 
As many a person has said, Life sucks, 
hut it's all we've got so we'd better deal with 
II the best way we know how. One of the 
most difficult realizations was to feel that 
y u've shared so much, and find out that it 
meant so little. It's been real, and it's been 
ice, but just how really nice.. . I don't know! 
My advice to freshman students: Life at 
Bryant will be whatever you make it. 
Whatever you do, don't ever let the 
academics interfere with learning what's 
most important to you! Good Luck and 
strive to be Happyl! 
Howie Rappoport 
In remmlscmg upon my four years of 
school, I feel a sense of emptiness in the fact 
that it is all over. I look back to when I was a 
Freshman, and where I am today.' I think 
our Senior class has come a long way. We 
were the bicentennial high school class. We 
came from all parts of the world, social 
classes, religions and all walks of life, We 
were thrown together in this little school 
Called Bryant College. It became our 
identity. Students may have quarrelled 
between themselves, but if someone 
knocked our schoor,-we banned together. 
We have all grown together, and we have 
made friendships w!!. will ,never forget. I 
remember the water fights, and shaving 
cream fights and all of the craziness tha t goes 
along with college life. I can remember 
saying that "We might as well enjoy it now, 
because when we graduate, it will be all 
over." Graduation is coming! 
We have seen administration members 
come and go, but a President named O'Hara 
that we will never forget . He always 
understood student problems, and was 
always willing to listen even if he didn't 
always have the answers. 
Who can ever forget some of the great 
teachers we were fortunate enough to take. 
There was Mickey Perlow and his Yanks, 
Dr, Fishman & his Public Speaking classes, 
Pat Keeley and his Japanese friends who's 
accent changed to what began sounding like 
a Jewish Mork from Ork, and a slew of other 
great teachers. 
. Well, feIlow seniors, we're heading down 
the road of success, and my motto is you 
either have to step forward, step back, or get 
stepped on. So, go out and sell yourself and 
get that better job, because you are a 
selective bunch of individuals. You have the 
education & socialization to do it, it is just a 
matter of applying it. Give 'em Hell! 
To my roomates Tom, Joe, Stu, Stan, & 
Shemp, I'll never forget you guys because 
you're the best bunch of brothers and 
"Invalids" I ever had. I'll remember our 
closeness forever. 
To the Invalids: I wish you nothing but 
good luck in obtaining the reputation you 
truly deserve, and the integrity you already 
have. To all of my fellow seniors who I've 
been t!uough a lot with, I hope that we can 
all be together again at our reunion and may 
you all be happy and healthy . Remember 
happiness is not measured by how much 
money you make, but close friends, good 
times, family and health. 
So good-bye Bryant College Country 
Club, with you're beautiful campus, unique 
buildings, heppy times, lots of memories, 
and most of all, the warmest people I'll ever 
meet in my life . 
It is time my friends to "move ahead so life 
won't pass us by," 
William P. Huckman 
Looking back on my four years at Bryant 
brings back many memories. It seems that 
only yesterday my parents left me in this 
strange place with no car. After adjusting to 
living in the "pit" with all upper class men, 
the next task was to learn an entirely new 
vocabulary. Terms such as Rotunda, 
Fishbowl, and airport had to be defined and 
then explored. 
Certain things had to be experienced if 
you were to outlive your freshman 
classification. Highlights were mixers in the 
Rotunda with beer in front of the library, 
massive water fights, getting stuck with 
couch duty, "dining" at ' SAGA and a 
schedule ofaIl8's and 2-3: 15's. Before I knew 
it. I had taken every Introduction to or 
Principles of course that ' was offered. You 
might say that freshmen had to experience a 
hard core program. 
Upon earning ,the title of upperclassman, 
came certain priVileges like to opportunity 
to abuse the new freshmen in much the same 
way I was abused just one year before. 
I was now an old proat doing laundry and 
procrastinating when it came time to doing 
school work . This left time for things such as 
Wine & Cheese, 'Peeting new triends , a,d 
most import~nt of all "Getting Involved." If 
there was one thing I learned from any 
upperclassmen roommates, it was to get 
invovled . Bryant College is what you make 
it; you can get out of something only what 
you put into it and no more. With this 
thought in mind I came toThe Archway as a 
production staff member. This job was not 
all it was cracked up to be. It required many 
late Thursday nights and sleepy Friday 
mornings. But all the hard work paid off at 
(TIDSfMIOH ClIO 
the annual Archway banquet,. The evening 
brought with it good food, drinks, and music 
as well as the service awards. I had the 
distict honor of receiving a child's tool set, 
symbolizing the constant Thrusday night 
Compset Headliner repair jobs. 
The Archway and the Marketing Club 
provided sources of fun and aggrivation, as 
did other Bryant pastimes such as housing 
and class preregistration, but they were all 
things which make a Bryant education 
memorable. 
Junior year was marked by moving from' 
the pit to the high rent district (The 
Townhouses). There for a mere $4,800 per 
year you were entitled to a single room, 
private bath, centalair-conditioning, wall to 
wall carpeting and thirty weeks of striving 
for knowledge. Also the purchase; of. an 
automobile helped make my ~ last two years 
at Bryant more enjoyable. Things such as 
food trips, last minute packie runs and' 
midnight munch-outs were now possible., 
With the car came a feeling of freedom aad 
the realization that the real world ' starts at 
the end of Jacobs Drive. Treats such as 
dinner at Betty's, a drink at the Bravo Pub or 
Poor Annies' were now harsh realities. 
With Junior year also came more 
involvement. I found my spare time being 
occupied by doing a weekly radio show and 
being the ~hief Engineer and a member of 
the Board of Directors of WJMF. This 
involvement helped me learn to deal with 
people and what responsibility really meant. 
I had many good times with WJMF which 
were highlighted by our trip to Boston for 
These Four Years at Bryant 

Margaret McKenna 

They were the best of times 

they were the worst of times ... 

Times of great euphoria 

and limes of deep despair 

Times when all would come logether 

and limes when all seemed lost 

Times when everyone seemed like a friend 

and limes when no one seemed 10 care, 

Times of laughler, j oking, c/osenes 

and times of testing, tears, and loneliness 

Times when men and women were made 

and times when innocence was losl. 

... Time, its jusl a measure of life 's experience 
Some period Ihal becomes an elernal memory. 
II can'l be judged or tampered with bUI only remembered 
-linged wilh f ondness for friendships made and 
sandness for oppor/unitiles missed. The worst of limes 
will be fogol/ en, Ihe best will be retained, and 
embellished 10 fill many a future reverie, 
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the annual Broadcasters Convention. Our 
activities included a Halloween scare from 
the cone head near Fenway Park, partying in 
the Sears parking lot at 12:30 a.m. and an 
almost one way subway ride to Arlington 
Heights, 
My Senior year can be best summed up by 
the following: What's the mission?; Job by 
May I?; Research with Uncle Mike; cases 
with Art's Auto-Mart; marketing guidance 
from "The Big Greek;" sunning on the Gold 
Coast; Happy Hours in the Swamp; Let me 
ask you this .. . ; Eat my shorts; Can't hate 
that; Got to love it; Cheeze Bag; apply in 
Boston; fellate my Elkin; the Zetzer I Mahler 
Wedding; cocktails with the Pink Panther; 
and, Bag it. Freshmen, Good Luck, you're 
going to. need it. 
Dottie Pope 
A person learns to fulfill his dreams 
But is a friend for the times between 
A friend learns to fulfiH his dreams 
;Whether it be intimately or in 'lite shadows 
Realize and remember the memories you 
shared 
To put them in the past.would close the door 
Grow with you dreams and live life much 
more 
To all my friends at Bryant, 
will never forget the experiences and 
memories 
Shared with you all . I thank you for 
Those precious moments. 
Ma~ 7. 1980 .THE ARCHWAY PaQe Bll 
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